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MEMORANDUM FOR i'HE RECORD

SI73JSC7: Report on Plots to Assassinate Fidel Castro

This report was prepared at the request of the Director of 
Central Intelligence. Ee assigned the tasZ to the Inspector' 
General on. 23 March 1967. The report -’as delivered to the Director, 
personally, in installments, beginning on 2* April 19^7- The 
Director returned this copy to the Inspector General on 22 May 1967 
with instructions that the Inspector General:

Retain it in personal, EHES COLT safekeeping

Destroy the one bum copy retained temporarily by the 
Inspector General

Destroy all notes and other source materials originated 
by those participating in the writing of the report

The one stayback bum copy, all notes, and all other derived 
source materials were destroyed on 23 May 19o7«

This ribbon copy is the only text of the report now in existence 
either in whole or in part. Its text has been read, only by:

Richard Heins, Director of Central Intelligence
J. S. Earman, Inspector General
K. E. Greer, Inspector (one of the authors)
S. D. Breckinridge, Inspector (one of the authors)

All typing of drafts and of final text was done by the authors.

Filed with the .report are:

Office of Security file used as source material
Memorandums concerning Will jam Harvey
Certain MONGOOSE papers
Drew Pearson columns
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25 April 15o7

MEMCaA-IJXM

This reccnstructio- of Agency involvement in plans to 

assassinate Fidel Castro is at best an imperfect history. 3ecause 

of the extreme sensitivity of the operations being discussed, or

attempted, as a matter of principle no official records were kept 

of planning, of approvals, or of implementation. Eie few written 

records that do exist arc either largely tangential to the main

events or were put on paper frem memory years after.ard. William ♦
Harvey has retained, skeletal notes of his activities during the 

years in question, and they are our best source of dates. Dr. 

Edvard Gunn, of the Office of Medical Services, has a record of 

when he met and when and cryptic references to the subjects discussed. 

Fay Treichler, of TSP, has a record of two or three dates that ere

. pertinent. Gunn and Treichler were involved in only the teehM e»i

5 v aspects of operational plar-nfng, and their participations were short-

M *.*. lived. Although fragmentary, their records are a help in establfgMwg ‘1
V

3 -x .. ■’.-.t ' critical time franqs. Operational files are useful in seme instance, js . f -t. v .
j - -

3. because they give dates of meetings, the substances of which nay be
£ •

inferred from collateral information, 
g -

. For the most part, though, we have had to rely on information ।
'3 ■

given to us orally by people whose memories axe fogged by time.

» . - Their recollections of dates are particularly hazy, and seme of then I
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are no longer able to keep the details of one plan separate frca those 

of eno the -. We interviewed everyone uteri we could identify as likely 

to be knowledgeable, with the exceptions of Hr- Dulles and General 

Cabell. A complete list is attached at Tab A- We did not go an 

fishing expeditions among the sere possibles. To have done so would 

have risked Baking witting a ember of employees who were previously 

unwitting and, in our estimate, would have added little to the details 

available freu those directly involved. There are inconsistencies 

among the various accounts, but Dost of then can be resolved by 

collating the information furnished by nil of the identifiable 

participants in a particular plan and by then checking it against 

specific dates*that can be fixed with fair certainty. We believe 

that this reconstruction of what happened and of the thinking 

associated with it is reasonably sound. If there axe significant 

inaccuxades in the report, they are cost likely to occur in fhulty 

ordering of the sequence of events. People still rexember such of 

what happened, but they can. no longer recall precisely when.

It became clear very early in our investigation that the vigor 

with which. schemes were pursued within the Agency to eliminate Castro 

personally varied with, the intensity of the U.S. Government’s efforts 

to overthrow the Castro xeglae. . We can identify five separate phases 

in Agency assassination planning, although the transitions free one

- 2 -
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to another are not always sharply defined. Each phase is a reflection 

of the then prevailing Government attitude toward the Cuban regime.

a. Prior to August i960: All of the identifiable scheoes*

prior to about August i960, with one possible exception, were

aimed only at discrediting Castro personally by influencing 

his behaviour or by altering his appearance.

b. August i960 to April 1961: The plots that were hatched.

in late i960 and early 1961 were aggressively pursued and were 

viewed by at least scce of the participants as being merely one 

aspect of the over-all active effort to overthrow vje regice I 
that culminated in the Say of Pigs. I

c. April 1961 to late 1961: A cajor scheme that was

. begun in August i960 was called off after the Bay of Pigs and t
1 

remained dormant for several months, as did cost other Agency

operational activity related to Cuba.

' d. late 1961 to late 1962: That particular scheme was
- J

. ‘ reactivated in early 1962 and was again pushed vigorously in the s

era of Project MONGOOSE and in the climate, of intense admini

stration pressure on CIA to do seme thing about Castro and his 

Cuba.

e. late 1962 until well into 1963: After the Cuban nissJJje * '•
" ’ i

crisis of October 1962 and the collapse of Project MONGOOSE, the ’ ’ ■ 1
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aggressive scheme that was begun la August i960 and revived la 

April 19«2 was finally teraicated In early 1363. Two other 

plots were originated la 1963, but both were impracticable 

and nothing ever case of then.

We cannot overemphasize the extent to which responsible Agency 
Kennedy 

officers felt themselves subject to the/acainistration.’ s severe \
pressures to do sone thing about Castro and his regirae. The fruitless 

and, in retrospect, often unrealistic plotting should be viewed in 

that llgjit.

Many of those we interviewed stressed two points that are so 

obvious that recording then here nay be superfluous. We believe, 

though, that t-hey are pertinent to the story. Elimination of the 

dominant figure in a government, even when loyalties are held to hln 

personally rather , than to the government as a body, will not 
/ U 

necessarily cause the downfall of the government. This point was 1 

stressed with respect to Castro and Cuba in en internal CIA draft 

paper of October 1961, which was initiated in response to General 

Maxveil Taylor's desire for a contingency plan. The paper took the 

position that the demise of Fidel Castro, firn whatever cause, would 

offer Little opportunity for the liberation of Cuba fraa Ccaonmist 

and Soviet Bloc control. The second point, which is more specifically 

relevant to our investigation, is that bringing about the downfall of 

a government necessarily requires the removal of its leaders frea

- h -
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positions of power, and there is always the risk that the partici

pants will resort to assassination. *iu?a-r&a avals ■ -ft-a tjver trs ‘.jjg 

hoiisa arrc,'/ nf a'Messalsq Jr tee Susieta «■ vultltttTF

C-A-^e C-.|> trL.r.wrlenk^Ao^kiinVi-g* urt*-I*-.* .1 11 f»A»aVn414>o4y

£Qr£ts_eanauxagad_but>ao fr- controlied-by-the-U -.3Government •

There Is a third, point, which was not directly cade by any of 

' those we interviewed, but which emerges clearly from the interviews 
and free review of files. "\he point Is that of frequent resort to 

synecdoche—the mention of a part when the whole is to be understood, 

or vice versa. Thus, we encounter repeated references to phrases such 

as "disposing of Castro,” which may be read in the narrow, literal 

sense of assassinating M-*, when it is intended that it be read in 

the broader, figurative sense of dislodging the Castro regime. 

Reversing the coin, we find people speaking vaguely of "doing some

thing about Castro" when it Is clear that what they have sped fl cal ly 

in mind is killing him. In a situation wherein those speak!ng nay 

not have actually meant what they seemed to say or may not have said 

. what they actually meant, they should not be surprised if their oral 

shorthand Is interpreted differently than was intended.

The suggestion was made to us that operations aimed at the 

assassination of Castro may have been generated in an atmosphere of 

stress in intelligence publications on the possibility of Castro* s

SlCRtr-rfiS 0}!lY
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denlse racd on the reordering of the political structure that would 

follow. We reviewed intelligence publications frcr l$6o through 

1966, Including National Intelligence Estimates, Special National 

Intelligence Estimates, Intelligence Memorandiss, and Memorandums 

for the Director. The IHE’s on "The Situation and Prospects in Cuba" 

for i960, 1963, and. 19&- have brief paragraphs on likely successor 

goverments if Castro were to depart the scene. We also find sdoilar 

Short references in a S3IZ of Kerch i960 and in an Intelligence 

Keoorandua of May 1967. la each case the treatment is no core nor 

less tJ-nn one would expect to find in comprehensive round-ups such

as these. We conclude that there is no reason to believe that the 

operators were unduly influenced by the content of intelligence 

publications.

Drew Pearson's cohart of 7 March 1967 refers to a reported CIA 

plan in 1963 to assassinate Cuba's Fidel Castro. Pearson also has

information, as yet unpublished., to the effect that there was a 

nesting at the State Department at which assassination of Castro *. 

was discussed and that a teas actually landed in Cuba Vith pills to 

be used in an assassination attempt. . Stere is basts in feet for each

of those three reports.

a. A CIA officer passed an assassination weapon to an

* Agency Cuban asset at a ceetiog in Paris on 22 3oveaber 1963.

The weapon was a ballpoint pen rigged as a hypodermic syringe.

- 6 -



The CIA officer suggested that the Cuban asset lead the tyring* 

with Black Leaf Uo. The evidence indicates that the neeting 

was under ’-ay at the very nonent President Kennedy was shot.

b. There vas a ceeting of the Special Group (Augnented) 

in Secretary Rush's conference rocn on 10 August 1962 at which 

Secretary McNamara broached the subject of Liquidation of 

Cuban leaders. The discussion resulted in a Project MCNGOOSB 

action sesorandun prepared by Sdward Lansdale. At another 

Special Group meeting on 31 July I96U there vas discussion of 

* a recently-disseminated Clandestine Services inforaation report 

on a Cuban exile plot to assassinate Castro. CIA bad refused 

the exile *s request for funds and had no iavolvesent in the plot.

c. CIA twice (first in early 1961 and again in early 1952) 

supplied lethal pills to U.S. gambling syndicate centers working 

.in.behalf of CIA on a plot to assassinate Fidel Castro. The 1961 

plot aborted and the pills were recovered. Those famished in 

April lyS2 were passed by the gambling syndicate representative
• • • ■ 

to a Cuban exile leader in Florida, who in turn had then sent to 

Cuba about May 195?. In June 19o2 the exile leader reported that 

a teas of three sen had been dispatched to Cuba to recruit for the 

operation. If the opportunity presented itself, the teen would 

make an attempt on Castro's life—perhaps using tee pills.
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This report describes these and other episodes la detail; puts then 

into perspective; and reveals, that while the events described by 

Drew Pearson did occur and are subject to being patched, together 

as though one complete story, the implication of a direct, causative 

relationship anong then la unfounded.

•n
tte

A
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Miscellaneous Sche-^s Prior to A-yu-at 19o0

Marsh to August 1960

We find evidence of at least three, and perhaps -four, cchexes 

that were under consideration veil before the 2ay of Pigs, but ve 

can fix the tine frame only speculatively. Those who have 

knowledge of the episodes guessed, at dates ranging frca 1959 through 

1961. The March-to-August span ve have fixed nay be too narrow, but 

It best fits the United evidence ve have.

a. . Kone of those ve interviewed who was first assigned to 

the Cuba task force after the Bay of Pigs knows of any of these 

schemes.

b. J. D. (Jake) Esterline, who was bead of the Cuba task 

force in pre-Bay of Pigs days, is probably the most reliable 

witness on. general timing. Ee nay not have been privy to the 

'precise details of any of the plans, but be seems at least to 

1 , have known, of all. of them. Ee is no longer able to keep the * 

detallsof one plan separate fran those of another, but each of the 

fhcets he recalls fits somewhere into one of the schemes. Bence, ' 

ve conclude that all of these schemes were under consideration 

while Esterline had direct responsibility for Cuba operations.

c. Esterline himself furnishes the best clue as to the

- 9 -
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possible time spas. He thinks it uni5£s\y that eny plann*ng 

of this sort would have progressed to the point of consideration 

of Deans until after U.S. policy concerning Cuba was decided 

upon about March i960. By about the end of the third quarter 

of i960, the total energies of the task force were concentrated 

on the ma Ln-thrust effort, and there would have been no interest 

in nor tine for pursuing such wills-o’-the-wisp as these. '

We are unable to establish even a tentative sequence among the schemes 

they may, in fhct, have been under consideration simultaneously. We 

find no evidence that any of these schemes was approved at any 

level higher than division, if that. We think it most likely that 

no higher-level" approvals were sought, because none of tee schemes 

progressed to the point where approval to launch would have been 

needed.

Aerosol Attack on Radio Station

Ray Treichler, of TSD, remembers discussion of a scheme to 

contaminate the air of the radio studio where Castro broadcast his 

speeches with an aerosol spray of a chemical that produces reactions 

similar to those of lysergic acid (LSD). Nothing came of the idee. 

Treichler said he had discouraged the scheme, because the chemical 

could not be relied upon to he effective. Eenry Bortner,’also of TSD, 

- 10 -
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recalls experinentation wi-Ji psychic ezerglzerz but cannot relate it 

to Castro as a target. We found no one else vl > reseebered anything 

of this plot, with the possible exception of Jake Esterline who 

cay have it confused with other schemes.

Contanlnated Cigars

■Take Esterline dales to have had in his possession in pre-Bay

of Pigs days a box of cigars that had been, treated with, sene sort 

of chemical. In our first interview with hia, his recollection was

? that the chesical was intended to produce temporary personality

>■ ^7! disorientation. Die thought was to scoehov contrive to have Castro

snoke one before making a speech and then to cake a public spectacle
*

of hinself. Esterline distinctly recalls having had the cigars in

V. T .• —.... . T g-y 1-*^. UTT/Ij ^Uld *T i<>^

intended for Castro. Be does not reaesber how they came into his

possession, but he thinks they must have been prepared by Bay Treichler. 

In a second interview with Esterline, we mentioned that we had learned 

since first speaking with him of a scheme to cause Castro's beard to 

fell out. Be then said that his cigars night have been associated 

with that plan. Esterline finally said that, although it was 

evident that he no longer remembered the intended effect of the 

cigars, he was positive they were not lethal. Die cigars were never

SKf- ffiS OiHrV
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used, according to Bsterliae, because WH/’-J could not figure out how

to deliver thea without danger Of blowback on the Agency. Ee says 

he destroyed, thea before leaving WH/4 in June 1961.

Sidney Gottlieb, of TSD, claims to remember distinctly a plot 

1 nvolving cigars. To emphasise the clarity of his neaory, he named 

the officer, then assigned to Wn/CA, who approached him with the 

scheme. Although there say well have been such a plot, the officer

£ -

Gottlieb named was then assigned In India and. has never worked in 

VH Division nor had anything to do with Cuba operations. Gottlieb 

remembers the scheme as being one that was talked, about frequently 

but not widely and as being concerned with killing, not merely with 

influencing be&viour. As f&r as Gottlieb knows, this idea never 

got beyond the talking stage. TSD nay have gone ahead and prepared 

the cigars just in case, but Gottlieb is certain that he did not get 

the DD/P's (Richard Bissell) personal* approval to release them, as would 

have been done if the operation had gone that far. We are unable to 

discover whether Esterline and Gottlieb are speaking of a single 

cigar episode or of two unrelated, schemes. We found no one else with 

firm recollections of lethal cigars being considered prior to August 

i960.

STO DIS iBJLY
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Depilatory

1 Bay Treichler recalls a scheme involving thalli un salts, a

chemical used by wcoen as a depilatory—the thought ceirg to destroy 

Castro’s ^--age as "The Beard" by causing the beard to fall out. 

The chemical may be stored either orally or by absorption 

through the skin. The right dosage causes depilation; too such

. • produces paralysis. Treichler believes that the idea originated in

j connection with a trip Castro was to have eade outside of Cuba. She

; . . idea wa» to dust thatHim powder Into Castro’s shoes when they were

, put out at night to be shined, lhe scheme progressed as far as

► y 7 procuring the chemical and testing it on animals. Treichler*s

| ; recollection is that Castro did not make the intended trip, and

| the scheme fell through. Henry Bortner remembers consideration
* ■ . . -
| . being given to use of thallium salts (perhaps against Castro) and
f .
tsomething having to do with boots or shoes. Treichler does not 

j v';remember with whom he dealt on this plot. We found no one else 

- . with firn knowledge of it.



Ganbling Syndicate

Ibe first cericusly-pursued CIA plan to assassinate Castro had 

its inception in Avgust i960. It involved the use of iseobers of 

the crinl nal underworld with contacts inside Cuba. She operation 

had two phases: the first run frcn August i960 until late April 

or early May 1961/ when it was called off following the Bay of Pigs; 

the second ran frca April 1962 until February 1963 and was cerely 

a revival of the first phase which had teen Inactive since about 

Kay 1961.

GenbHrg Syndicate - Rase 1'

August i960

• Richard Bissell, Deputy Director for Flans, asked Sheffield 

Edvards, Director of Security, if Edwards erut Id establish, contact 

with the U.S. gssbllng syndicate that was active in Cuba. The 

objective clearly was the assassination of Castro although Edwards 

dains that there was a studied avoidance of the tern in his 

conversation with Bissell. Bissell recalls that the idea originated 

with J. C. King, then Chief of VH Division, although King now 

recalls having had. only United knowledge of such a plan and at a 

much later date—about nid-1962.

- 1V-
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Edwards consulted ?.-bert A. PtaLeu, a private investigator who !

had done censltlve work for th? Agency, to see if Maheu had. any ■

uzdervorld contacts. Mabeu was once a special agent of the FBI.
Ee opened, a private office in Washington in 19 5^- The late Robert |

Cunningham, of the Office of Security (and. also a former Special

' Agent with the FBI), knew Maheu and knew that his business was having

t a shaky start financially. Curninghan arranged, to subsidize Maheu

to the extent of $500 per month. Within six months Haheu was daf ng 

so well financially that he suggested that the retainer be discontinued.

OOver the years he has been intimately involved in providing support

for sone of the Agency’s more sensitive operations. He has since 

moved his personal headquarters to los Angeles but retains a 

Washington office. A more detailed account of Haheu's background. i
appears in a separate section of this report.

(Consent: Although ve see nothing sinister in it, we are

. struck by the fbct that so zany of the persons whose cases appear
i.

in this account once worked for the FBI. We have already named *

Cunningham and Kaheu. later to appear are William Harvey, James 

O'Connell, and Edvard Morgan.)

Kaheu acknowledged that he had a contact who might furnish.

access to the criminal underworld, but Haheu was most reluctant to

allow himself to be involved, in such, an assignment. He agreed to
t
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participate only after be 1=5 pressed by Ed-.ards co do co. Maheu 

Identified his contact as one JchnRy Eoselli, who lived in Dos 

Angeles and had the concession for the ice-eakicg machines on "the 

strip" in las Vegas and when Mateu understood to be a neaber of the

syndicate. Maheu was known to Boselli as a rar, who bad a of

large business organizations as clients. Edwards and Mahan agreed

that Maheu would approach Boselli as the representative of business

men with Interests in Cuba who saw the el ini.nation of Castro as the 

essential first step to the recovery of their investments. Maheu 

was authorized, to tell. Boselli that hi3 "clients" were willing to 

pay $150,000 for Castro's removal.

I4
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September 19o0

Shef Edwards recced as his case officer for the operation 

Jases P. O’Connell (a forcer Special Agent, of the FBI), then Chief, f 
Operational Support Division, Office of Security. O'Connell and

vt. Maheu net Boselli in Bev York City on 1^ September i960 where Miheu

nade the pitch. Boselli initially was also reluctant to become 

involved, but finally agreed to introduce Maheu to "Sam Gold" who 

either had or could arrange contacts with syndicate elements in Cuba 

who night handle the job. Boselli said he had no interest in being 

paid for his participation and believed that "Cold" would feel the



sane way. A nanorandun for tie record prepared by Sheffield Eduards 

on 14 May 1962 states: '‘■'To conies were ever paid to Roselli and .

Giancana. Maheu was paid part of his expense money during the periods 

that he was in Miami." (Giancana is "Gold.")

O'Connell was introduced (in true name) to Roselli as an employee 

of Maheu, the explanation being that O'Connell would handle the
X 

case for Maheu, because Maheu was too busy to work on it full time

himself. Ko one else in the Office of Security was made witting of 

the operation at this time. Eduards himself did not meet Roselli 

until the summer of ly£2.

At thia point, about the second half of September, Shef Eduards 
♦

told Bissell that he tad a friend, a private investigator, who had 

a contact who in turn had other contacts through whom syndicate 

elements in Cuba could be reached, These syndicate elements in 

Cuba would be willing to take on such an operation. As of the latter 

part of September 19^0, Eduards, O'Connell, and Bissell were the only 

ones in the Agency who knew of a plan against Castro involving U.S. 

gangster elements. Eduards states that Richard Helms was not informed 

of the plan, because Cuba was being berd’ed by Bissell at that time.

With Bissell present, Edvards briefbd the Director (Allen Dulles) 

end the DDCI (General Cabell) on the existence of a plan involving 

members of the syndicate. The discussion was circumspect; Edwards

. - 17 - *
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deliberately avoided, the use of any "end words." The descriptive -.era 

used, was "an intelligence operation." Edvards Is <prite sure that tee 

DCI and. the DDCI clearly understood, the nature of the operation he 

was discussing. Ee recalls describing the channel as being 'free A to 

B to C." As he then envisioned, it, "A" was Ilaheu, "B" was Roselli, 

and. "C" was the principal In. Cuba. Edwards rec*11 s that Mr. Dalles 

nerely nodded., presumably in understand! ng and approval. Certainly, 

there was no opposition. Edwards states that, while there was no 

Dorsal approval as such, he felt that he clearly had tacit approval 

to use his own Judgment- Bissell ca&adtted $150,000 for the support * 

of the operation.

(Ccmoent: In the light of this description of the briefing, 

it is appropriate to conjecture as to Just what the Director did 
approve."^It is safe to conclude, given the men participating 

and. the general subject of the seeting, that there vas little 

likelihood of ni sunderstanding—even though, the de tat is were 

deliberately blurred. and. the specific interred result was never 

stated, in unmistakable language. It is also reasonable to 

conclude that the pointed avoidance of "bad words" emphasized 

to the participants the extreme sensitivity of the operation.^

During the week of 25 September i960, O'Cconell and Maheu went to 

Mtani where Boselli introduced only ftaheu to "San Gold" at a meeting

- 18 -



In tee rontalnbleau Hotel. "Cola" said he had a nan, when he 

ic.n tilled only as "Joe," who would serve as courier to Cuba and 

rake arrangements there. Maheu pointed out "Gold" to O'Connell 

frc~i a distance, but O'Connell never net either "Gold" or "Joe." 

Ee did, however, learn their true Identities. An Office of Security 

Desorandta to the EDCI of 2* June i960 places the tine as "several 

weeks later." O'Connell is now uncertain as to whether it was on this 

first visit to Miami or on a subsequent one that he and Maheu learned 

the true identities of the two sen. Maheu and O'Connell were staying 

at separate hotels. Maheu phoned O'Connell one Sunday Doming and 

called his attention to-the Parade supplement in one of that Doming's 

Miami newspapers. It carried an article on the Cosa Nostra, with 

pictures of prominent members. The can Maheu and O'Connell knew as 

"San Gold" appeared as Maa Salvatore (Sam) Giancana, a Chicago-based 

gangster. "Joe, the courier" (who was never identified to either 

Maheu or O'Connell in any other way) turned out to be Santos Trsffl 

the Cosa Nostra chieftain in Cuba.

At that tine the gambling casinos were still operating in. Cuba, 

and Trafficante was rak? rg regular trips between Miami and Eavar-a on 

syndicate business. (The casinos were-closed bM gambling was canned 

effective 7 January 1959- On 13 January 1959, Castro announced that 

the casinos would be permitted to reopen for tourists and foreigners

- 19 -
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but that Cubans would be carted, The cabinet on 17 February 1959 

authorized reopening the casinos for the tourist trade. Time magazine 

for 2 March 1959 announced that the casinos had been reopened the 

previous week. The Ifev York Tines issue of 30 September 1961 

announced that the last of the casinos still runr'Tg'had been closed.) 

Trafflcante was to sake the arrangements with, one of his contacts
X 

Inside Cuba on one of his trips to Havana.

Fall and Early V.inter 19^0

Very early In the operation, veil befbre th? first contact vith 

Roselli, the «-aeMrw»ry for readying the peens of assassination vas 

set la notion. The sequence of events Is not clear, but it is 

apparent that a number of methods were considered. Preparation of 

sone materials vent ahead without express approval.

(Cosme nt: It should be noted that TSO maintains a stock 

of equipment and materials for operational use. When queries are 

made of TSD technicians about materials or devices that are not 

stock items, it is not unusual for the technicians to go 

ahead vith the preparation of the materials or devices against 

the event that there is a formal request for them. Because of 

this, undue significance should not be attached to advance

preparations for this operation. It should also be noted tha'

- 20 - . I
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It was not unusual at the Use in question for the Chief of ISO 

to be by-passed in operations involving hi-> people. While 

Cornelius Roosevelt, then Chief of TSD, has the clear impression 

that all requests were levied through him, instances were cited 

in the course of this inquiry where tuA vas not the case. The 

practices and procedures in existence at the time nay account, 

at least in part, for the differing recollections of what did. and 

what did not happen and for the differing degrees of significance 

given developments la the minds of the participants.)

Dr. Edvard Gunn, Chief, Operations Division, Office of Medical 

Services, has a notation that on 16 August i960 he received a box of 

Cuban cigars to be treated with a lethal material. He understood then 

to be Fidel's favorite brand, and he thinks they were given to him by 

Shef Edvards. Edvards does not recall the incident. Gunn has a 

notation that he contacted Ray Treichler, of TSD, on 6 September i960. 

Treichler remembers experimenting with some cigars and then treating 

a full box. He cannot now recall whether he vas initially given two 

boxes, experimenting with one and then treating the other; or whether 

he bought a box for experimentation, after which he treated the box 

supplied Mn by Gunn. He does not, in fact, remember Gunn as the 

supplier of any cigars. Ee is positive, though, that he did contaminate 

a full box of fifty cigars with botulinus toxin, a virulent poison that

- 21 -
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produces a fatal illness scae hours after It is Ingested. Treichler 

■ /tf
k ■ distinctly reneabers the -flaps-and-seals Job he had to do on the box 

and go each of the wrapped dga-rs, both to get at the cigars and to 

erase evidence of taapertyg. De kept one of the experimental cigars 

and still has it. Ee retested, it during our inquiry and found that 

the toxin still retained 9^ of its original effectiveness. The 

C '

cigars were so heavily contaoinated that merely putting one in the 
mouth would do the Job; the^intended victim would not actually have 

to snoke it. \ /Gunn's notes show that he reported the cigars as being ready/ 

for delivery oq 7 October^lJ^O* Treichler*s notes do not show actual 

delivery until 13 February 1961. They do not indicate to whoa 

delivery was made. Gunn states that he took the cigars, at setae 

unspecified tine, and kept them in his personal safe. He remembers

destroying them within a month of Sbef Eduards retirement in June 1963. 
/

(Coaoent: Others recall the cigar scheme, but only as an

idea that was considered and then discarded. Roosevelt, Chief

of TSD at the time, end O'Connell, the case officer, recall the 

cigar scheoe, but feel that it was never considered seriously. 

To Gunn and Treichler, who gave it a good deal of time but did 

not participate in the broader operational discussions, the cigars
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Edwards re calls approaching Roosevelt after Bissell had already

spoken to Roosevelt on -the subject; Roosevelt recalls sp»«k! ng to

Edwards after Bissell discussed it with Edwards. Bissell does not 

recall specific conversations with either of then on the technic*) 

aspects of the problem, but he believes that he oust have "closed the 

loop" by talks with both Edvards and Roosevelt. Roosevelt recalls 

his first meeting with Edwards as being in Edwards' office. Edvards 

reoeabers asking to be introduced to a chemist. He is sure that he

S . did not nase the target to Roosevelt, but Roosevelt says he knew it

was Castro. Roosevelt believes that he would have put Edvards in 

touch with Henry Bortner, then chief of TSD’s Chenical Di vision, but 

Bortner has no recollection of such work at that tine. ■ Bortner 

recalls other operations at other times, but not this one. Roosevelt 

did say that, if ha turned it over to Bortner, Bortner could have

assigned it to Ray Treichler.

<- Roosevelt remembers that four possible approaches were considered:

S *;■? ■ ' (1) senething highly toxic, such as shellfish poison to be administered

vi-'.- with a pin (which Roosevelt said was what was supplied to Cary Powers);

S<-' . (2).bacterial material in liquid fom; (3) bacterial treatment of a

. cigarette or cigar; and (U) a handkerchief treated with bacteria.

-ii-'-.;. liquid fbna was the best oeans. Bissell recalls the sane decision,

The decision, to the best of his recollection, was that bacteria in
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or bouillon, for which a liquid poison would be particularly well ' .

suited..

January - February 1961

Despite the decision. thatxa poison in liquid fora would be most : *- 

desirable, what was actually prepared and delivered, was a solid in j 

the fora of small pills about the size of saccharins tablets. Treichler 

remembers meeting with Edwards and O'Connell in Edwards* office to 

discuss the requirement. Die specifications were that the poison be 

stable, soluble, safe to handle, undetectable, not immediately acting, 

and with a firmly predictable end result. Botulin cones nearest to 

meeting all of those requirements, and it may be put up in either 

liquid or solid fora. Treichler states that the pill fora was

. chosen because of ease and safety of handling.

(Comment: The gangsters say have had some influence on the

' choice of a means of assassination. O'Connell says that in his 1

very early discussions with the gangsters (or, core precisely, j

Maheu's discussions with then) consideration was given to possible ’t
ways of accomplishing the mission. Apparently the Agency-had first . _______ )
thought in terns of a typical, gangland-style killing in which i ‘ ~ |

Castro would be gunned down. Giancana was flatly opposed to the !

• ' ' ‘. ■ ■■ ■■' ' 4
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uce of firearms. He said that no one could be recruited to do 

the Job, because th.- chance of survival and escape would be 

negligible. Giancana stated a preference for a lethal pill 

that could be put into Castro’s food or drink. Traf fl cante 

("Joe, the courier") was in touch with a disaffected Cuban

official with access to Castro and presumably of a sort that 

would enable him to surreptitiously poison Castro. The ganytter? 

cased their nan inside as Juan Orta who was then Office Chief

and Director General of the Office of the Prine Minister (Castro).
. i 

The gangsters said that Orta had once been in a position to ' -
r • 

receive kickbacks from the gambling interests, had since lost i j

that cource of incase, and needed the coney.) ?

When Edwards received the pills he dropped one into a glass of |

water to test it for solubility and found that it did not even |

disintegrate, let alone dissolve. Treichler took then back and made .

up a new batch that set the requirement for solubility. Edwards 

at that point wanted assurance that the pills were truly lethal. He 1

called on Dr. Gunn to make an independent test of then. Edwards gave !

Guan money to buy guinea pigs as test animals. Gunn has a record of a j

conversation with Treichler on 6 February 1961. It cay have related'to !

the tests, but we cannot be sure. What appears to have happened is that !
,A

V
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Trelehler states teat zests of bo-.ulin oa guinea pigs ere not valid, 

because guinea pigs have a high resistance to this particular toxin. 

Trelehler himself tested ths pills on Donkeys end found they did the 

Job expected of then.

We cannot reconstruct with certainty the sequence of events :
»i 

betveen readying the pills and putting then into the hands of Roselli. I
t

Edvards has the impression that he had a favorable report frta Dr. I I
I 

Gunn oa the guinea pig test. Gunn probably reported only that the 

pills were effective, and Edvards assumed the report vas based on the 1

i results of tests on guinea pigs. Dr. Gunn has a clear recollection, ' •

without a date, of being present at a meeting in which Roosevelt j

demonstrated a* pencil designed as a concealment device for delivering
i
‘ the pills. Roosevelt also recalls such a meeting, also without a
» . ’ ;
I date. Gunns' notes record that his last action on the operation case

| oa 10 February 19& when he put Gottlieb in touch with Edvards. '•

a Gottlieb has no recollection of being Involved, an impression that is

| ■ supported by Bissell who states that Gottlieb's assignments were of a ; _■’>

« ’ different nature. O'Connell, who eventually received the pills,
I recalls that he dealt with Trelehler. Trelehler has no record of

I delivering pills at this tine, but he does not ord-fna-Hly heep detailed

। ; records of such things. •

i ■ I

’t



In any even:., O'Connell did receive the pills, and he believes 

there were six of then. He recalls giving three to Boselli. Presumably 

the other three vs re used la testing for solubility and effectiveness.

Tae dates on which O'Ccnnell received the pills and subsequently 

passed then to Boselli cannot be established. It would have been.

sooetioe after Gunn's notation of 10 February IJol.

a

■ (.

states that J. C. King was also briefed at this tine, although King

denies learning of the operation until rruch later.

is understood to have kept the pills for a couple of weeks before

returning then. According to the gangsters, Orta got "cold feet

Late February - March 1961

Gunn also has a record of being approached about the undertaking 

by Willian K. Harvey (former special agent of the FBI) in February

*? with Gottlieb. Gunn's notation on this point is not in accord with

O'Connell that the pills had been delivered to Orta in Cuba. Orta

Sissell. According to Gunn's notes, he briefed Harvey on the operatlca

the recollection of any of the others involved. Ve are unable to

Boselli passed the pills to Trafflcante. Boselli reported to

clarify it; the note cay have been in another context. O’Connell

and Harvey Instructed his to discuss techniques, but not targets.

in connection with a sensitive project "Jarvey was working on for



(Ccasent: Crta lost his position La the Prise .minister's 

Office on 26 January 1?°1, vhl1.? plarnlng for the operation was 

still going on in Miami and in Washington. He took refuge in 

the Venezuelan Embassy on 11 April 1961 and be case the responsi

bility of the Mexican Embassy when Venezuela broke relatione 

with Cuba in Sovesber 1$61. Castro refused to give bi-a a safe 

conduct pass until October 19oh when he was allowed to leave for 

Mexico City. He arrived in Hl.aml in early Jtebruaxy 19^5-

(it appears that Edwards and O'Connell did not know at the 

tice of Orta's fill front fhvor. They have made no reference 

to it—ascribing Orta's failure to cold feet. Xt would, seem, 

though, ‘that the gangsters did know that Orta had already lost his 

access to Castro. They described bin as a man who had once had 

a position that allowed hin a rake-off on garbling profits, a 

position that he bad since lost. The only job with which we can 

associate Orta that might have allowed Mn a rake-off was the 

one be held in the Prime KIDister's Office, which he lost on 

26 January 1961- It seetas likely that, while the Agency thought 

• i the gangsters had a man in Cuba with easy access to Castro, what 

*1 they actually had was a man disgruntled at having lost access.)

The previously-mentioned 2h June 1966 si: = -ary of the operation 

prepared by the Office of Security states that when Orta asked out
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of the assignment he surge seed another eanildata who made several 

atterpts without success. Neither livards nor O'Connell know the 

Identity of Orta’s replaxenent nor any adiiticnal details of the 

reported, further attempts.

March - April 1961

Following the collapse of the Orta channel, Roselli told 

O'Connell that Traffic&nte knew of a san high up in the Cuban exile 

movement who sight do the Job. Ee identified Mu as Tony Varona 

(Dr. Manuel Antonio de VARCNA y Loredo). Varona was the head of the 

Democratic Revolutionary Front, a group supported by the Agency as 

part of the larger Cuban operation. O'Connell understood that Varona 

vas dissatisfied with the nature and the extent of this support and 

that JXZAVZ suspected that Varona was not keeping his bargain with the 

Agency.

(Cossent: Reports fires the FBI suggest how Trafflcante nay 

have known ofJTarona. Cti 21 December i960 the Bureau forwarded, 

to the Agency a Beaorandta reporting that efforts were bMng 

Bade by U.S. racketeers to finance anti-Castro activities in 

hopes of securing the gambling, prostitution, and dope monopolies 

in Cuba in the event Castro was overthrown. A later report of 

18 January 1961 associates Varona with those schemes. Varona

- 29 -
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had hired rdward K. Moss, a Washington public relations 

counselor, as a fund miser and public relations advisor. 

The. Bureau report alleged, that Hoss' Distress was one Julia 

Cellini, whose brothers represented two of the largest gxnbllng

casinos in. Cuba. She Cellini brothers were believed to be In *»
touch with Yarcna through Moss and were reported to have offered .1

Varona large suns of coney for his operations against Castro, I
J

with the understanding that they would receive privileged

treatment cin the Cuba of the future." Attenpts to verify these ;
• 1

reports were unsuccessful. -j
£

(There is a record of CIA interest in Hoss, but there is >

no indication that the Agency had any involvenent with his 

in connection with Cuba. He was granted Covert Security

Clearances in March 1959 for use by KS Division in his (then) 

role as consultant to the Indian Babassy and again in Movenber

for use by CA Staff under Project ZJMAJCR, a pregraa for 

the exploitation of political consultants. In. early 19o$ Moss ? -

becajne of interest to the House Foreign Affairs Coisalttee because [

of his record, of. having represented various foreign goverzaents. '

A taeoorandm prepared by CA Staff in March 1965 states that the 

records do not show any use cade of Mess by either K3 Division 5

or by CA Staff. The CSA of 7 Uovesber 19°2 specifies that the * ’



approval became invalid if Moss vere not used within six 

souths of the date of the approval.)

Trafflcante approached Varosa and told fain that he bad clients

who wanted to do away with Castro and that they would pay big coney 

for the Job. Varcaa is reported to have been very receptive, since 

it would oean that he would be able to buy hl's own ships, eras, and 

ccsnunlcations equipment.

(Cccsuent: By this tine Roselli had becctae certain that 
J

O'Connell vas an Agency employee, not a subordinate of Maheu. *
$ -I

• Ee told. O'Connell that he vas sure that O'Connell vas "a . 1
* 3
>. r ,t government nan - CIA but that O'Connell should not confirm ,
f * ’ ’
( - this to him. Roselli said that as a loyal American he would
? ’ I
| do whatever he could and would never divulge the operation.) /
i
I Roselli was to deliver Doney to Varona for expenses. O’Connell

I now recalls the amount as $50,COO. Edvards, who vas away at the tine, • '

a- ■ 4 - i
i - recalls it as 4>2p,0G0. Since Edwards vas absent, O'Connell had to V -• . . H
?<- * - ; ' ' i
t ’ get approval from Edwards' deputy, Robert Bannerman, vho until then :
I : t
? . had been unwitting of the operation. O'Connell told that I

the operation was teiown to and approved by Edvards. Sanneman authorized 

passing the money aad'now recalls the amount as being on the order of 

$20,0CC to $25,030. An Office of Security eesorandun to the DDCI,



dated 24 June i960, sets ths amount as $10,XO in cash and $1,000 

worth of cccaunieatlsas equlpnent. Jake Ecterl ire, who signed the 

vouchers for the funds; recalls the anounts as betas those stated 

in the Office of Security Deaorandun.

(Cocnent: As a sidelight/ Esterline says that, when he 

learned of the intended use of Verona, steps were taken to 

cancel the plan. Varona was one of the five key figures in the

Revolutionary Front and was heavily involved in support of the

approaching Bay of Pigs operation. If steps were in fact taken 

to end. Varona*s participation in the syndicate plan, they were 

ineffective. It is clear that he continued as an Integral part 

of the syndicate scheae.)

When the coney was ready, O'Connell took the pills free his safe 

and delivered than and the noney to Roselli. Roselli gave the pills !

I and the taoney to Varona, whoa Roselli dealt with under pseudonym,

f- little is known of the delivery channels beyond. Varona. Varona was

’ believed to have aa asset inside Cuba in a position to slip a pill, *

? to Castro. Edwards recalls smithing about a contact who worked in
= 1 1 
1 a restaurant frequented by Castro and who was to receive the pills and.

put then into Castro's food or drink- Edvards believes that the

I v*z schene failed because Castro ceased to visit that particular restaurant.



April - toy 1961

Soon after the Bay cf Pigs, Edwards sent word to Roselli 

through O'Connell that the operation was off—even if something 

happened there would be no payoff. Edwards is sure there was a 

complete standdown after that; the operation was dead and remained so 

until April 1962. He clearly relates the origins of the operation to 

the upcoming Bay of Pigs invasion, and its termination to the Bay 

of Pigs failure. O'Connell agrees that the operation was called off 

after the Bay of Pigs but that the termination was not firm and final. 

He believes that there was seme thing going on between April 1961 and._ 

April 1962, but he cannot now recall what. He agrees with BUI 

Harvey that when the operation was revived in April 1962, Harvey took 

over a "going operation."

(Comment: As distinguished frea Edwards and. O'Connell, 

both Bissell and Esterline place the termination date of the 

assassination operation as being about six months before the 

Bay of Pigs. Esterline gives as his reason for so believing the 

fact that the decision had been made to go ahead with a massive, 

major operation, instead of an IndividueUy-tergeted one such as 

this. Whatever the intention in this respect, if the decision to 

terminate was actually made, the decision was not ermuni .-a^
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effectively. It is clear that this plea to assassinate Castro ■(

continued in train until sccetine after the Bay of Pigs.)

O'Connell believes that he must have recovered the pills, but 

he has no specific recollection of having done so. Be thinks that 

instead of returning then to TSD he probably would have destroyed 

then, most lihely by flushing then down a toilet. Treichler has no 

record of the pills having been returned, to him, but he says he is 

quite sure that they were.

In a nenorandun of 1^ May 1962 Sheffield. Edwards stated that

knowledge of this particular operation was limited to six persons.

In the course of this investigation, ve have identified the following 

persons who knew in late i960 or early 1961 of this specific plan

to assassinate Castro:

1. Allen Dulles, Director of Central Intelligence

2. General C. P. Cabell, Deputy Director of Central Intelligence
i

3- Richard. Bissell, Deputy Director for Plans
t » * .' 
iV u. Sheffield Edwards, Director of Security

- • *.• •
■ • 5. James Q’CorraeJI, Office of Security, the case officer

* 
i 6. J- D. Esterline, Chief, VZ/b

7- Cornelius Roosevelt, Chief, TSO

8. Ray Treichler, Chemical. Division, TSD

■ 9. Edward Gunn, Chief, Operations Division, Medical Services I

1
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10. Willies Harvey, Chief, Fl/D

11. Gottlieb, Special Assistant to the DD/P (Gottlieb's
case was encountered repeatedly in this inquiry, but he 
denies knowing of the operation in 19oO-61.)

12. Robert Bannerman, Deputy Director of Security

1
13. J. C. King, Chief, WH Division (He too denies knowing of 

' the operation at the time.)

Tae fol lovi rg persons outside the government are known to "oe 

witting of the operation and either know or strongly suspect the 

Agency's connection with it:

1. Robert Maheu, a private investigator

2. John Roselli, the Agency's principal contact’with the 
gasbling syndicate

3. San Giancana, an Important figure in. the syndicate

U. Santos Trafflcante, the courier and aan inside Cuba

These additional people were aware of the operation, but their

knowledge of CIA's connection with it can only be speculated:

1. Juan Orta, the nan originally selected to poison Castro

2. Antonio Varona, a Cuban exile leader

3. The son-in-law of Varona, who is known to have been involved 
with him closely during this tine. (The Varona 201*file makes 
no reference to Varona having a son-in-law, but he identified 
this close associate as such.) i
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Tne Agency's General Counsel, Lawrence Houston, and Attorney

General Robert Kennedy learned the full details of the operation in

May 19o2- Ve do not knoz the particulars of ths report Drew Pearson 

now has, but it cay include cany of the details of this operation.

those no/ knc-ledgeable would be

widened to include:

1. Edvard. P. Morgan, Maheu's Washington attorney

2. Colunnlat Drew Ibarson and probably his partner. 
Jack Anderson.

3. Chief Justice Earl Warren

4. Janes Rowley, chief of the Secret Service

5. Pat Coyne, Executive Secretary of the PrTAB

6. Attorney General Passey Clark

7. Various nenbers of the FBI



Canblfng Syndicate - Phase 2

Kill tag Earvey, Chief of JT/D, was briefed, in February 1961 

(by authority of Richard Bissell) on pease one of the gambling 

syndicate operation." that briefing was Ln connection with a sensitive 

operation that Bissell had assigned to Earvey. Earvey describes it 

thus: Early in the Kennedy adm1nir.tra.tlon, Bissell called Mu in to 

discuss wfcat Earvey refers to as an Executive Action Capability; i.e., 

a general stand-by capability to carry out assassinations when required. 

Harvey’s notes quote Bissell as saying, "Cie White House has twice 

urged me to create such a capability." Bissell recalls discussing 

the question of developing a general capability with Earvey. He 

mentioned the Edwards/gambling syndicate operation against Castro 

In that context, but he now thinks that the operation was over by 

then and that reference to it was in tens of a past operation as a 

case in point. It was on this basis that Earvey arranged to be 

briefed by Edvards. Harvey’s fixing of the date as Ibbruary was only 

after review of events^ both preceding the briefing and following it. 

He says now that it might have been/early as late January or as late 

as March 1961.

After sane discussion of the problems involved in developing an 

Executive Action Capability, Bissell placed Earvey in charge of the 

effort. Earvey says that Bissell had already discussed certain aspects
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of the problem with Arnold Silver and with Sidney Gottlieb. Since 

Silver vac already cut in, Harvey used r.‘s in developing the 

Executive Action Capability, although never with respect to Castro. 

We did not Question Gottlieb on his knowledge of the program for 

creating an Executive Action Capability, but Harvey's mention of bin 

in this connection nay explain a notation by Dr. Gum that Harvey 

instructed Gunn to discuss techniques with Gottlieb without associating 

the discussion with the Castro operation.

Harvey states that after the decision was made to go ahead with 

the creating of an Executive Action Capability, and while he was 

still discussing its development with Bissell, he briefed Mr. Helms 

fully on the general concept but without mention of the then ongoing 

plan to assassinate Castro.

The Executive Action program came to be known as ZHBITLE. Its 

principal asset was an agent, QJWIN, who had teen recruited earlier 

by Arnold Silver for use in a special operation in the Congo 

laomirrtuirttrii*oWfotrlee Uhimub) to be nn by Justin O'Donnell. 

(O'Donnell made a survey of the scene, decided he wanted no part in 

an assassination attempt, and asked to be released—which Bissell 

granted.) Tie project name, ZHHlilE, first appears in the files la 

May 1961, although the first recorded approval is dated 19 Bebruaiy 

1962. The new DD/P (Helms) on that date authorised Harvey, by
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nenorandu^ to handle the project on a special basis. Accounting for 

expenditures was to be by general category and ca Earvey's certifi

cation. The initial approval was for $1U,700, consisting of-$7»2OO 

for QJWIH's a mt m! salary and $7,500 for operational expenses.

Project ZRREI2 was covered as an. Zl/D operation .(ostensibly

to develop a capability for entering safes and. for kidnapping couriers). 

It continued on a course separate froor the Edsards/gambling syndicate 

operation, against Castro until 15 Bovenber 19^1. Esrvey baa a note

. that on that date he discussed with Bissell the application of the ,
' ■. • I

ZRR1HE progran to Cuba. Garvey says that Bissell instructed bin to .. |

* take over Edvards' contact with, the criminal syndicate and thereafter !

< to run the operation against Castro. Harvey adds that, as a completely

? unrelated development, shortly after this discussion with Bissell he
2 '
| . . • '. . vas told by Helms that he was to be placed in charge of the Agency’s

♦••••• • Cuba task force. • ‘

t ’■ . ■ . ' I
f - h- late 1961 - Early 19&2iw.--;—■ : ’ ■ ' •' :

V Garvey recalls that he was very busy with a nmber of things in

the period that followed the discussion with Bissell that led to his 

taking over Eduards* Castro operation. He vas turning over his 

responsibilities In Fi/d. He vas working with SSA on the Martin/ 

Mitchell, defection case. He vas reeding in on Cuba operations and



was engaged in daily meetings concerning then, lie attended a station 

chiefs' conference in Panara in late January and early February.

February - March 1962

Harvey recalls a first nee ting with Edwards in February 1962

on the subject of the Castro operation. He also recalls working 

out the details of the takeover during March.

(Ccezsent: After Harvey took over the Castro operation he \ 

ran it as one aspect of ZRHIFL2; however, he personally handled. 

the Castro operation and did not use any of the assets being

1 —»s developed in ZhkIHLS. He says that he soon came to think of the *
I Castro operation and 23HIFLE as being synonyaous. The over-all
I .
’ Executive Action prograa case to be treated in his mind as being 11 * • I
|. ' synonymous with QTJIJf, the agent working on the over-all progran.

4 He says that when he wrote of ZHHIFLE/QJ'Znr the reference was to *I 1
j Executive Action Capability; when he used the cryptonym ZHRTFIS

I alone, he was referring to Castro. He said that his correspondence - . '

’ .V77.. ■ . would disclose this distinction. We reviewed the- correspondence j
I - and found it for the nost part unrevealttigr**”^ • •.

| (After Earvey left Task xbree V and was winding up *his ,
< headquarters responsibilities in preparation for assignment to - ’ '41'

I ■ i
« Rome, he wrote a mesorandta to the Chief, FT Staff, dated 27 June !

O ' 1 1

I
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19^3, stating that ths original Justification for employing 

Q7»*I3 no longer existed and raising the question of QT«TK's 

texmlnation. lhe records (CLLA-197^, 2^ April 19^) show that 

01/13 was terminated by the Luxembourg Station on 21 April 

I96U. There is no indication in the rile that the Executive 

Action Capability of ZctiLr'lk/VZEff vus ever used.)

April 1962

Edwards recalls Harvey contacting bin tn April and asking to be

£ ’ put in touch with Bcselli. Edsards says that he verified Heiss'

s/"t approval and then made the arxangeoents. Earvey states that he briefed

r; Heins before his first meeting with P.O sell!, explaining its purpose,

® . and that be also reported to Eelns the results of his meeting vith
i • •
| Roselli. Harvey states that thereafter he regularly briefed Helms

: -v on the status of the Castro operation.
i

(Comment: Edvards statement that he "verified Helms'

I .‘A’’-.- .. .. approval" is the earliest indication ve have that Hr. Helms had

f * been made witting of the gambling syndicate operation against

Castro. Harvey added that, when he briefed Helms on Roselli, 

he obtained Helms' approval not to brief the Director.)

Edwards, Harvey, and O’Connell have differing recollections-of : __ |
«

the specifics of the turnover from Edwaxds/o*Connell to Harvey. Dot j
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all of the differences can be resolvsd--not even by follow-up 

interviews in which ‘is information fumissed by each was checked 

with each of the other two. There is no disagreement on the fact 

of the turnover nor on when it took place. The recollections vary 

decidedly, though, on the status of the operation at the time of its 

< —af

transfer to Earvey and on Just how clean the break was between phase 

one under Edwards and phase two under Harvey,

a. Edwards believes that the operation was called off 

completely after the Bay of Pigs and that there was no further 

operational activity in connection with it until Harvey net 

Boselli and reactivated the operation in April 19&. O'Connell 

introduced Harvey to Boselli, and Edvards had nothing further tr 

do with the operation—with the exception of a meeting with 

Attorney General Robert Kennedy in connection with the Phyllis 

McGuire wiretapping incident. (The wiretapping incident is 

described in a separate section of this report.) Edvards* 

records show that on 1H- May I?o2 Harvey called Edwards "and 

indicated that he was dropping any plans for the use of 

Boselli for the future."

b. Harvey's recollection of the turnover tends to support 

Edwards* si-™-?, but he claims that he took over "a going 

operation." Seme support for this claim is found in his description
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of Just cow it was planned to get the poison into Castro’s food 

by employing ccoeoce with access to a restaurant frequented by 

Castro? The mechanics were identical with those described by 

Edwards and as reported in our earlier account of phase one of 

the operation.

c. O’Connell's account of his own role in the operation 

in the early weeks following Earvey's supposed takeover dikes it 

evident that there was not a clean break between the Office of 

Security's responsibility and that of Harvey. Further, O'Connell 

now believes that there oust have been "sonething going on** 

between April 1961 (after the Bay of Pigs) and April 19o2, but 

he clains to be unable to reoeaber any of the particulars.

There. are other disagreements aoong the three on facts. They axe 

reviewed here, not because they alter the essential fbct of the 

turnover or of Harvey’s sole responsibility for the operation after 

a certain point in. tine, but because they suggest that persons who 

were supposedly unwitting of events after the turnover were in fact
- • • • • . . 

witting, because they were not effectively cut off At the instant of 

turnover.

Harvey's notes show that he and. 0’’Connell went to Hew York City 

to Beet Bn spin on the 8th and 9th of April. 1952- O'Connell recalls 

it as being early in April and that the introduction was cade on a

- M -
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Sunday, which would sake it the 8th. Harvey rays that only he end 

O’Connell set with Roselli; O'Connell says that Pabeu was also 

present at the neetlng. Both are positive ex' the accuracy of their 

recollections, and each gives reasons for bis confidence in his 

clarity of recall. The significance, for purposes of this, inquiry, 

is whether Maheu did or did not know that the operation continued 

under Harvey.

a. Harvey is certain that he would have renenbered it if
$ __
r - Maheu were present. He and Maheu were in the sane FBI training

? class at Quantico in He does not resenter having seen

I "S Maheu since he, Earvejj cane with the Agency in 19^7, although he

J . . acknowledges that he nay have seen bin once or twice socially.
5
| He is sure he has not seen Maheu since 1952 when Harvey was
t ;
! assigned to Berlin.
I *t>. O'Coanel^ wbo set tip the xaeeting, is Just as positive

| - that Maheu was there. Es describes a series of events that

* ' . reassure his of the accuracy of his oenoxy. *79m» Pour- nt rhow

* traveled, separately to Sew York. Obey net at the Savoy Plaza
I Hotel (Savoy Hilton!) where all four stayed. After discussions,

Maheu suggested dinner at the Elk Boon, a fashionable restaurant

in a nearby hotel. O’Connell says that Maheu picked up the tab. < 'j

They finished dinner about 9:30 or 10:00 p.n. Roselli wanted to >



buy toe group a nighzcap, but stare it was Sunday night nearly 

all of the bars were closed. They walked around the neighbor

hood locking for an open bar and finally wound up at the

Copacabana. Slhey were refused admittance to the bar because of

a rule restricting edxiaslcn to couples, so they cat at a table

vfoere they could, watch. the floor show. Roselli found blnself

feeing a table at "ringside" at which Phyllis McGuire was sitting 

with Dorothy Ktlgallen and Liberate for the opening night of 

singer Rosemary Clooney. To avoid fhyllis McGuire's seeing him, 

Roselli got his companions to change their seating arrangement 

so that his back was turned, to Miss McGuire. Maheu was an 

Integral part of all'this. (Roselli's reason for not wanting 

Phyllis McGuire to see his with his conpanians will becctse 

evident Axs her role la the wiretapping incident, which Is

. described in a separate section of this report.)

The two differing recollections cannot be reconciled. As a point of 

interest, Edwards stated, that when he briefed. Harvey aa the operation 

he deliberately cultted. reference to Maheu in order to screen Maheu 

off from Harvey* s takeover of the operation.

ihe next significant point of difference has to do with wfaat

' happened after the Rev York nee ting. O'Connell told us that be and

Roselli left Ue.v York for Miami the next day (presumably 10 April)
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and renained there until Harvey arrived. Earvey, on the other hand, 

recalls a reeling with "O’Connell and Roselli in Washington on 1U April. 

O'Connell, at first, did not recall the Washington meeting, but, 

when given Harvey's.chronology, he said he did recall returning to

! Washington to meet Earvey for seme purpose but that the details arei '
t vague in his rind. Earvey at first thought that the 1U April meeting

in Washington was O'Connell's last contact vith Roselli during this

second phase of the garbling syndicate operation. O'Connell told, us 

.that Roselli vas apprehensive over the new arrangement (and of Earvey 

personally) and asked O'Connell to remain on for a time, which O'Connell 

agreed to do. When told that O'Coanellvas sure that he had continued 

on in the operation for some two or three weeks after Harvey's take

over, Earvey agreed that this vas correct. O'Connell's carryover vas 

fbr purposes of continuity.. We cannot be sure of the date O'Connell 

vas finally eliminated from the operation. He vas in Miami vith 

Roselli and Harvey perhaps as late as 27 April. His role in the 

operation had definitely ended by June 19o2 when he vas assigned FCS 

to Okinawa. ■ * '

Harvey recalls leaving Washington for Miami by automobile on 

19 April. He thought that he took delivery of the pills from Dr. Gunn 

before leaving. Gunn has no record of any such deliveiyat that time; 

his last record concerning pills is dated February 1961. Ray Trelehler
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does have a notation of delivering four pills (one capsule and three

tablets) to ”J.C." on 18 April 19o2. Treichler reads this as being 

Jis O'Connell. When told of this, Harvey agreed that it vas probably 

correct. O'Connell also feels that he crust have been in Washington 

for the pill delivery.

Harvey says that he arrived in Miami on 21 April 19o2 and. found X
Roselli already in touch vith Tony Varona, the Cuban exile leader who 

bad participated in phase one. It is at this point that the fl™1, 

difference in recollections occurs. Harvey described the Banner in 

which the lethal material vas to be introduced into Castro's food, 

involving an asset of Varona*s who had access to someone in a 

restaurant frequented by Castro. We told Harvey that Edwards bad 

described precisely the same plan. When ve asked Harvey how Edvards 

could have known of the mechanics if there had been no activity in the 

operation for a year, and if Harvey vas starting again from scratch, 

Harvey replied that be took over a going operation-one that vas 

already "in train.1' ■ Edvards denies that this is so. O'Connell says 

that Harvey is the one who is right. The operation vas going on when 

Harvey took it over, although O'Connell does not remember when Varona 

vas reactivated or what had been done vith Ma in the meantime.

Along vith. the change in Agency leadership of the operation, 

which saw Harvey replacing Eduard s/O'Connell, there also vere changes 



in the orlgiral cast of bocdlun players. Harvey specified that 

Giancana vas not to be brought in on the re: ctivaticn of the operation, 

end be believes that Roselli honored the request. Roselli once 

reported, to Earvey that Giancana had eshed if anything was going on, 

and' vhen Boselli said that nothing was happening, Giancana said, 

"Too bad." Additionally, Santos Tzafflcante ("Joe, the courier" from 

the earlier phase) vas no longer involved. With the closing of the 

last casino in Havana in September 1961, Trafficante presumably no 

longer had access. Roselli now bad a nan known to Earvey as Maceo, 

who also used the raises Garcia -Genet and Godoy.

(Ccosent: Earvey is unable further to identify Maceo; he 

describes'him as **a Cuban who spoke Italian." Ctie of Varona*s 

associates in the Cuban exile ccczmity vas named Antonio MACRO 

Mackie, but it seems unlikely that he vas the Maceo of this 

operation. He vas prominent enough in the exile cmmml.ty to 

have been known to Earvey. Further, it seeas clear that Maceo 

vas "Roselli's nan." This second phase appears to lack the 

overwhelming, high-level gangster flavor that characterized the 

first phase. Boselli remained es a prominent figure in the 

operation, but waring directly with the Cuban exile ccomunity 

and directly on behalf of CIA. Roselli vas essential to the 

second phase as a contact with Varoca, who presumably still

-W-
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finas-.ial stakes ir. Cuba. Roselli needed Giancana and Trafflnante 

in the first phase as a oeans of establishing contacts Inside Cuba. 

Ee did not need then in the second, phase, because he had Varona.

However, it would be naive to assise that Eoselli' did not take 

the precaution of informing higher-ups in the syndicate that he 

was vorki ng in a territory considered to be the private detain 

of soneone else in the syndicate.)

j When the pills were given to Varona through. Rosel!t, Varona. j

■ requested ams and equipsent needed for the support of his end of the I
• f f i
'v.. ' operation. Bovill passed the request to Barrey. Harvey, with the
i 
I help of Ted Shackley, the chief of the JKUV3 Station, procured
• ‘II explosives, detonators, twenty .30 caliber rifles, twenty .U5 caliber (

• hand guns, two radios, and one boat radar. Harvey says that the ■ .

i "shopping list" included scoe itess that could be obtained only from '

* • the U.S. Government. Harvey cnltted those itess, because Roselli,

* ' - * • posing as a representative of private business interests, would not • '7

% have had access to such equipsent. The cost of the anas and equipment, j
? I
| about $5,000, was T/A’el to headquarters.

| Harvey and Shackley rented a U-Haul truck under an assuned case, 1
» loaded it with. the ams and equipment, and parked it in the parking lot !

4
: of a drive-in restaurant. The keys were then given to Raskin for

O '■
C—z -*9- :



delivery either to .Maceo, to Varona, or to Varona*3 son-in-law. 

Evidently Harvey and Roselli had not yet cone to trust each other. 

Perhaps fearing a double-cross, each set about independently to 

assure hisself that the equipment reached the proper hands. After 

parking the track, Harvey and Shackley kept the parking lot. under 

surveillance until the pass vas completed. Roselli, accompanied by 

O'Connell, did the same. Neither pair knew that the other was 

watching. Eventually the truck was picked up and driven away. It 

vas returned later, empty, and with the keys under the seat as 

prearranged. Harvey returned it to the rental agency. Harvey says 
f 

that Shackley never knew to whoa delivery vas nade cor for what 

purpose. Shac&ey was merely called upon to furnish support for a 

beadquarters operation froo which he vas otherwise excluded.

Hay 1962

Earvey and Roselli arranged a system of telephone conmunication. 

by which Earvey vas kept posted on any developments. Earvey, using a 

pay phone, could call Roselli at the Friars Club in Los Angeles at 1600 

hours, Los Angeles time. . Roselli could phone Earvey at Harvey's heme 

in the evening. Roselli reported that the pills were In Cuba and at 

the restaurant reportedly used regularly by Castro.
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June 19o2

Boselli reported, to Harvey on 21 Jure that ’.'arena had dispatched, 

a teas of three nen to Cuba. Just what they were supposed to do Is 

pretty vague. Earvey’sald that they appeared to have no specific 

plan for killlag Castro. They were to recruit others who night be 

used In such a scheme. If an opportunity to kill Castro presented 

itself, they or the persons they recruited were to tcake the attempt— 

perhaps using the pills. Harvey never learned their names or »nythi eg 

else about then. Proa the sequence of the reports, it would sees that 

the pills were sent in ahead of the three-nan tees, but this is not now 

ascertainable. .

September 1$62

Harvey saw Boselli in Manri on 7 and on 11 September. Yarona 

vas reported as then ready to send in another teas of three men. They 

were supposedly militia men whose assignment vas to penetrate Castro's 

body guard. Durlng’tiiis period the ’'medicine" vas reported as still 

in place and the three men of the first team safe.

September 19^2 - January 19&3

Although Harvey received several reports that the militia men were 

poised to take off, presumably from somewhere in the Florida keys,
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they did not actually leave. First, "conditions inside" were given 

as the reason for delay; then the Cctocer missile crisis threw plans 

awry. Earvey was in Miami between 22 December and 6 January. He saw' 

both Roselli and Maceo several times during that period. He cade a 

payment of $2,700 to Roselli for passing to Varona’ for the expenses of 

the three nilitia Den. Samy and Roselli had telephone discussions 

of the operation between 11 and 16 January. Earvey says that Roselli 

wasn't kidding himself. He agreed with Earvey that nothing was 

happening and that there was not such chance that anything would 

happen in the future. As far as Earvey knows, the three nilitia 

een never did leave for Cuba. He knows nothing of what nay have 

happened to the* three reported to have been sent to Cuba.

February 1963

Earvey was in Miami 11-14 February.’ He had no contacts with any 

of the principals, but he left word for Maceo that there was nothing 

new and that it now looked as if it were all over. (Just how Harvey 

left this word for Maceo is not clear.)

Harvey left Miami on 15 xtebruary to meet with Roselli in Los 

Angeles. They agreed at the Los Angeles ceeting that the operation 

would be closed off, but that it would be unwise to atteopt a precipEtate 

break between Roselli and Varona. Roselli agreed that he would continue
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to see Varona, gradually reducing the frequency of contact until there 

was none.

April - May 19^3

Earvey cays that he received tjz telephone calls from Roselli 

during this period. Harvey decided that it would be best to have ope 

last nee ting with Roselli before he left for his assignment in Rome. 

He states that he reported this decision to Hr. Heins who gave his 

approval..

June 19o3

Roselli came to Washington to neet with Earvey some time about the 

middle of June. Harvey net bln at Dulles airport. Harvey remembers 

having suggested to Roselli that he bring only carry-on luggage so 

there would be no delay at the airport awaiting baggage. Harvey had by 

then closed his own home in preparation for leaving the country and 

was living in the h<juse of a neighbor who was out of town. Roselli 

stayed with Harvey as a houseguest in the neighbor's hose. That 

evening Roselli, Harvey, and Hrs. Earvey vent out for dinner. While 

dining, Harvey received a phone call fro Sam Broich who wanted to know 

if Harvey knew the identity of his guest. Earvey said that he did.
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surveillance at the. time, erd Harvey speculates that he was picked uy 

as he left the airport parking lot and was identified through his auto 

license nvsber. Earvey set Papich for breakfhst the next Doming and 

explained, that he was terminating an operational association vith

Roselli. Papich reminded Earvey of the FBI rule requiring FBI personnel 

to report any known contacts between former FBI employees and criminal 

elements. Papich said, that he would have to report to J. Edgar Hoover 

that Earvey bad been seen with Roselli. Earvey said he understood

Papich's situation and did not object to such a report being cade.

Earvey said that he asked Papich to infora bin in advance if it appeared 

that Hoover night call Mr. McCone—Harvey's point being that he felt 

that McCone should be briefed before receiving a call froa Hoover.

Papich agreed to do so. Earvey said that he then told Mr. Heiss of 

the incident and that Heins agreed that there was no need to brief 

McCone unless a call froa Hoover was to be expected.

’. 5his was Harvey's last fece-to-fhce seating with Roselli, 

although he has heard frcss his since then. The later links between 

Earvey and Roselli are described in a separate section of this report.

The list of persons witting of the second phase of the operation 

differs firca those who knew of the first phase. Those we have identified.



1. Richard Heiss, Deputy Director for Plans*

2. WiUian Earvey, Chief, r. isk Force V

3. . Jernes O’Connell, Office of Security (He knows that Earvey 
took over the operation and delivered, pills, arris, and 
equipment in April 1962. Ee does not know of developtsents 
after May 1962.)

Sheffield Edvards, Director of Security (Ee knows of the fact 
of the turnover to Earvey, out states he knows nothing of 
developments thereafter.)

5. J. C. King, Chief, WH Di vision. (Ee stated in our interview 
vith him that he knew that Harvey was having neetirgs vith 
Beshers of the ganblirg syndicate in 1962.)

6. Bruce Cheever, Harvey’s deputy la 1962 (Cheever knows that 
Harvey was meeting vith gangsters in Beno (sic) in the winter 
of 1962.)

7. Ted {jhackley, Chief, JMXAVE (He assisted Harvey in the 
delivery of aras and equipment to Varcna in April 1?62, 
but presunably did not know the identities of the recipients 
nor the purpose for which the material vas to be used.)*

8. Bay Trelehler, TSD (Trelehler's participation vas United 
to furnishing the pills to O’Connell on 13 April 19&2.)

9. Antonio Varuna, the Cuban exile leader (He presunably vas 
not aware of govexnsent sponsorship.)

10. Varcma’s son-in-law (Ee too vas presunably vas not aware of 
the government's role.)

11. Maceo, Roselli's "nan" (Maceo probably knew there was a 
government connection, but nay not have identified CIA as 
the agency.)

Ve can only conjecture as to who else may have known at least that 

the operation was continuing and perhaps ease of the details. San
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Giancana was supposedly cut out of the second phase, but we cannot

be sure that Poselli did not keep him infomed. The seme nay be said 

of Santos Trafflcante. Harvey Is sure that Mabeu was not involved in 

Earvey*s introduction to Roselli, but O'Connell is equally positive

that Maheu participated. The story that Drew Pearson. told the

President, and which is known in other Coverment circles, counts 

suspiciously like this second phase of the operation. If that is so, 

then it is likely that the operation has leaked—perhaps through

these channels: 
>

Roselli to Haheu

Ifeheu to Edvard P. Morgan, Haheu's Washington lawyer

Morgan to Drew Pearson 
t

Pearson to Chief Justice Warren and to the President |

Warren to Rowley, chief of the Secret Service* •
i

•_ Rowley to Pat Coyne and to the FBI

The FBI to Attorney General Clark
I ’4 .... 7: -1

• S • ■ • . . . . ■. . . • : • ------- y- ■ v

Ve have a more detailed treatment in a separate section of this report
. of the channels through which the story nay have passed. I



The Wiretapping Incident

Late 1?61 - Early 1962

Well after the Pre-Lay of Pigs phase of the gambling syndicate 

operation to assassinate Castro, and only indirectly related to It, 

a development in the private life of Sam Giancana led to an incident 

that cade the FBI aware of this Agency's relationship vith the syndicate 

and required the briefing of the Attorney General on the details 

of the assassination plan.

fhyllis McGuire, of the singing McGuire sisters, vas and is 

openly known to be Giancena's Distress. Giancana suspected her of 

having an affair vith Dan Rowan, of the P.owan end Martin ccnedy team. 

Both Rowan and Miss McGuire vere then entertaining in las Vegas, and 

Giancana asked Maheu to put a bug in Rowan's roots. Maheu did not want 

to do the Job and declined on the grounds that he wasn't equipped for 

that sort of work. Giancana made a claim for a return favor: he 

had worked on the Castro assassination operation for Maheu, and 

Maheu vas indebted to bin. Giancana said that if Maheu wouldn't 

take on the Job, he, Giancana, vould go to las Vegas and do it 

himself. Maheu agreed to arrange to have the room bugged.

(Cement: The exact date of this is uncertain. An August 

l?o3 item on Giancana in the Chicago Sun-Tines refers to the • 

incident, without mention of wiretapping, and sets the year as
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190I. There is nothing in Agency files that pinpoints the date, 
i

and the seaoxies of these we interviewed who know of the incident i

are hazy. Edwards and O'Connell did not learn of the incident ~ ?
H 

until after it had happened. Edwards can place it only as being *

after the.Bay of Pigs. O’Connell at first thought that it was

in early 1962. When shown the newspaper account, O'Connell said 

that if the news story was correct, it would have had to have been 

very late in 1961. An Office of Security aesorandua to the DDCI, 

of 2h June 1966, states that it ves "st the height of the project

‘ negotiations." This is confusing, rather than clarifying, because

> ■ the operation was supposedly at dead standstill in late 1961

and very early 1962. Clearly the incident occurred before 7
I • ' •
i February 19°2> because it was on that date that the Director of
i • •
< Security told, the FBI that CIA would object to prosecution.V > 
( Presumably the FBI's case was already complete by then.)

I Haheu arranged to have Giancana's request handled by Edward L.
| Di Bois, a private’investigator in M1a~t. Du Bois assigned two men

| - to the Job: Arthur J. Balletti and J. W. Garrison.

| (Consent: The September i960 classified telephone directory
| ' for the Greater Mizstri Area lists Edward L. Du Bois under
| "Detective Agencies." There is an advertisement on the page

for "Arthur J. Balletti Investigations" which lists as one of

i
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his specialties the obtaining of photographic and electronic 

evidence.)

O'Connell iv calls that, instead of planting a bIcrophone in Rowan's 

rocs', the investigator tapped the telephone, which would not have 

revealed the sort of intisacies that Giancana expected to discover. 

When Rowan left the roca to do a show, Balletti also left his rocu 

to see the act, leaving his equipment out in full sight and running. 

It was found by a said, and the local sheriff’s office was called. 

Balletti was arrested. Harrison vas not picked up. Agency personnel 

have no further information about Harrison. The FBI identified hla 

only as being "supplied by Maheu."
I

Balletti first tried to telephone Du Bois for help but could 

not reach his. He then called Maheu, in the presence of the sheriff's 

officers. O'Connell says that Maheu was able to fix the Batter with 

local Las Vegas authorities, perhaps with help free Roselli. However, 

Balletti's call to Maheu caused the case to reach the FBI. Th* 

Bureau decided to press for prosecution under the wlretanpistatute. 

When Maheu vas approached by the FBI, he referred them to the CIA " • • -.’H 4*

Director of Security, Sheffield Edwards.

(Cement: Edwards states that he had told Maheu, who had 

to work closely with the thugs, that if he got into a bind with- 

the FBI, he could tell the Bureau that he was working on an ’ ■ r
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according to Edwards, told toe Bureau that be had not personally 

done the wiretapping, but that it grew out of an operation he was 

working on with Edwards. Maheu prestsably did not uentlon the 

ultimate objective of the "intelligence operation" involving the 

gambling syndicate, T&e Bureau, in a nenorandnm. from J. Edgar

Hoover to the DCI, dated 23 2-farch l$o2, stated that: "Maheu claimed •
' t

that be ordered coverage of Bovan in behalf of CIA's efforts to f
* . • ■ • I

obtain intelligence information in Cuba through the hoodlua

| eletaeiil, including Sam Giancana, which had interests there. Maheu

| said he was put in contact with Giancana in connection with these :
| — intelligence activities through John Roselli, a Los Angeles .' |
< t
; hoodlum. Maheu authorized wiring of Rowan’s room and discussed
I . .
J this matter with John Roselli. )
I " '
| . March 1962

j ..... ^be 23 March memorandum frcn the Bureau takes the fora of a . *
I ’ '• ‘ i
| iY-.. ’ ■ better of confiraatlcu. of a 7 Ibbruary meeting between an unnsaed * - , .1 - - -

t representative of the hhl and Stef Edwards. Eie aeaorandua ■ quotes
I • - i
i ■ Edwards as having made the following points: Maheu was Involved fa a
i • 
5 sensitive operation with the Agency; the Agency would object to any
I ’ 4
c .■ prosecution that would necessitate use of CIA personnel or information; >



and introduction of evidence concerning CIA operations would embarrass 

the Government. This is also essentially as stated to us by Edvards 

in reviewing the incident d-iring the course of this investigation.

The 23 March memoranduca stated that the Criminal Division of the 

Department of Justice requested that CIA advise specifically if it 

objected to initiation of criminal prosecution against Ealletti, 

Maheu, and Harrison. Cn 28 or 2? March, Edwards cet with the Bureau 

liaison officer, San Paplch, and told him that any prosecution would 

endanger sensitive sources and methods used in a duly authorized 

project and would not be in the national interest. Bspich accepted 

Edwards' oral statement as the reply requested and raid that he would 

report to propter authorities in the Bureau. Eduards made a record 

of the meeting in a mesorandio of 4 April l?o2.

Edvards informed us during our inquiry that at the time of the 

bugging Incident and the flap that ensued those (Dulles and Bissell) 

who had given the initial approval of the plan to assassinate Castro 

through the gambling syndicate were gone. As no one else in authority 

(including Mr. Helms) had be'en cut in on the operation, Eduards dealt 

with Pap 1 ch without reference to anyone else in the Agency.

April 19o2

In early April Papich informed Edwards that Herbert J. Hiller,



Assistant Attorney General la charge of ths Criminal division of the 

Cepartsent of Justice, wanted to discuss ths case. Eduards then 

"brought in Lawrence Houston, General Counsel, and asked Houston to 

call on Miller and tell his that the bugging incident in Las Vegas 

was related to an intelligence operation and that the Agency did not 

think it wise at that time to surface its connection with Bose Hi.

Houston met with Miller on 16 April and told bin of the Agency's 

involvement, without ryypaH”; any details of the assassination 

operation. Houston's meaoraedis of the meeting, dated 2o April, quotes 

Millar as saying that he foresaw no major difficulty in stopping 

prosecution, but that he night mention the problem to the Attorney 

General. Houston’s Eemorandus notes that Killer raised a question 

about the possibility of our involvement in this particular case, 

the Las Vegas wiretap, standing in the way of prosecution of other 

actions, particularly against Giancana.

Houston's 26 April memorandum states that an 20 April there was a 

second meeting with. Justice—with Miller's first assistant, Mr. Foley.*
At that meeting Houston toll Foley that the Agency's request not to ' 

prosecute was limited to this specific, bugging incident, was based on 

security grounds, and that security considerations would not be a bar 

to prosecution on other matters. As it was possible that the Attorney 

General might be told about this and might then call, the DCI, Houston



briefed the DDCI, General Carter, who said he 'jr.derstood the situation 

end In due tine night brief the Director, Mr. McCone. It is not known 

whether General Carter did or did not brief Mr. McCone. There is no 

indication that General Carter vas further briefed on the full details 

of the assassination plot against Castro.

May 1962

The Attorney General obviously vas told of CIA's operational I 

involvenent with gangster elements, because he requested a briefing I 
on the details. On 7 May 19c2 Sheffield Edwards and Lawrence Houston I 
net with Attorney General Robert Kennedy and, as Edvards puts it, 1 
"briefed hia all the May." Houston says that after the briefing I
Kennedy "thought about the problea quite seriously." The Attorney I
General said that he could see toe problem end that he could cot prcceea 

L —1 J
against those involved in the wiretapping case. Ee spoke quite 

firmly, saying in effect, "I trust that if you ever try to do business 

with organized crime again—with gangsters—you will let the Attorney 

General know before you do _it." ^Houston quotes Edwards as replying 

this vas a reasonable request. Edwards says that among the points 

covered vas that of Roselli's not!vat ion. The Attorney General had 

thought that Roselli was doing the Job (the arteapt at assassination 

of Castro) for money. Edwards corrected that impression; he was not.
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Houston recalls that during the ceeting with the Attorney 

General the latter ashed for a oeaorandua record of the netting. 

Edvards believes that the request was cade later and by telephone. 

A Eeaorandua vas prepared and vas signed by Eduards. Both Eduardo and 

Houston recall having had a hard in vriting It. A transslutal buck- 

slip from Houston to Kennedy notes that the request vas nade on 

11 May, which, suggests that Edvards is correct in his belief that the 

request vas cade by telephone after the 7 May briefing of the Attorney 

General. The memorandua is dated 1U May 1062. Tt v»»s typed in two 

copies only, with the original being sent to Attorney General Kennedy 

and the other copy being retained by the Director of Security. It vas 

typed by Edwards' secretary,. Sarah Eall. It does not state the 

purpose of the operation on which Kennedy vas briefed, but it does 

toake it clear that the operation vas against Castro and its true 

purpose cay be inferred fran the neBorandum.

Edvards states that the briefing of the Attorney General and 

the forwarding of a memorandum of record vas carried out without 

briefing the Director (John McCone), the DDCI (General Carter), or the 

ED/P (Richard. Heins). He felt that, since they had not been privy to 
« 

the operation vhen it vas under way, they should be protected from 

involvement in it after the fact. As noted previously, Houston had 

briefed the DDCI on the fact that there vas a natter involving the
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Department of Justice, but Houston had not given the DDCI the specifics.

Ee feels It would have been normal /or bin to have briefed the OCT

in '.'lew of the Attorney General's Interest, but he also feels quite ■ 
he

sure that/would have remembered doing it and he dees not. He

suggested that Edwards’ deliberate avoidance of such briefings nay 
i 

have led him also to avoid «■*»><ng any briefings. 2e recalls no ;
i

disagreements with Edwards oa this point and concludes that he must |

have accepted Edwards* decision not to brief. :

' Houston and Edvards briefed Robert Kennedy on a CIA operation

embracing gangster elements, which presumably was terminated following

j the Bay of Pigs fiasco. Kennedy stated his view, reportedly quite

4 strongly, that.the Attorney General should be told in advance of any

? future CIA intentions to work with or through U.S. gangster elements.

? From reports of the briefing, it is reasonable to assume that Kennedy
A
4 believed he had such a conmitaent from Agency representatives.

. In fact, however, at the time of the 7 May 19o2 briefing of the

Attorney General on "Gambling Syndicate - Jhase One,".Phase Two under 

- Wllllfun Earvey was already well under way. Earvey had been introduced

pills, the arms, and related support equipment in late April. * The



that CIA had. a continuing involvement with U.3. gangster elements.

When the Attorney General was briefed on 7 May, Edwards w-ew 

that Harvey had been Introduced to Roselli. He must also have known 

that his subordinate,. Janes O’Connell, was in MLani and roughly for 

what purpose (although Edwards does not now recall this). The 

gambling syndicate operation had been taken frcn him, and, in ' 

retrospect, he probably acted properly in briefing the Attorney General 

on only that aspect of the operation for which he had been responsible 

and of which he had direct, personal knowledge.

Earvey states that on 14 May he briefed Mr. Helms on the meeting i 

with the Attorney General, as told to him by Edwards. Earvey, too, \

advised against briefing Mr. McCone and General Carter and states 

that Heins concurred in this. Ch that same date, 14 May, Edwards 

prepared a nenorandua for the record stating that on that day Earvey 

had told bin that any plans for future use of Eoselli were dropped. 

Edwards' Desorandia states that he "cautioned him (Harvey) that I 

(Edvards) felt that^any future projects of this nature should have the 

tacit approval or the Director of Central Intelligence." Edwards ' 

informed us that he has no specific recollection of having told 

Earvey of Kennedy's warning that the Attorney General should be told 

in advance of any future CIA use of gangsters.



Although the Attorney General on 7 May 19^2 vas given a full and

frank account of the Agency's relations vith Maheu, Roselli, and

Giancana in the Castro operation, including the wire tapping flap,

it appears that the FBI vas not given anything like the sane detail.

The Bureau quite properly vas not told about the assassination

operation and It seems that it also vas not told how the private

life of Giancana case to Involve the Agency In the Las Vegas wire-

tapping incident. Edwards states that to have briefed the Bureau on

the assassination operation would have put It la an impossible bind.

since both Roselli and Giancana vere high on th? Bureau's "list."

The briefing of Attorney General Kennedy vas absolutely restricted

to him, and we can only speculate that the confidence vas observed

(Consent: Senator Robert Kennedy's secretary, who vas

alsQhls secretary vhen be vas Attorney General, phoned the

Director's office on U March 19°7 and asked for a copy of the

Edvards* memorandum on the 7 J&y 19^2 meeting with Kennedy vhen

he vas Attorney General, at which time he vas briefed on the

Castro assassination operation. Kennedy knew of the Drew Pearson

’ article of 7 March 19?7 and wanted to check his recollection of

what he had been told by Edvards and Houston on 7 Hay 19^2. The

Attorney General's copy of the memorandisa for the.record of that

briefing is in the archives of the Attorney General's office.

Er. Reims subsequently had lunch with Senator Kennedy. Ee took a
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copy of the oenorandiD with hin and allowed Kennedy to read it.

Ee did not leave a copy vith Kennedy.)

If the information given the Bureau is as United as the records 

and our information indicate, then the Bureau has not been informed, 

as the Attorney General was, that the Agency was first unwitting and 

then a reluctant accessory after the fact. It would be surprising,t
t though, if the Bureau does not now know the whole story °f the Las

| Vegas bugging incident. Whether the Bureau may now think that CIA was

> less than candid about the bugging incident (as distinguished free the
I . •

sensitive assassination operation) is a question for speculation.

i,
Ji. • — August 1963 .I

What is available to the press is undoubtedly available to the

Bureau. In fact, scute indication of the extent of the Bureau's 

knowledge is found in a feature story in the Chicago Sun-Tines of

16 August 1963, with a Washington date line, under the banner lead:

• "CIA SOUGHT GIAKCAHA HELP FCR CUBA SPXISG" 

The article cites "Justice Department sourced* as expressing the belief 

that Giancana never did any spying at all for the CIA. He merely 

pretended to go along with the CIA:

"in the hope that the Justice Department's drive to put hin 
behind bars might be slowed - or at least affected - by his 
ruse of co-operation with another government agency."

The story places the period of the relationship from 1959 to:
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'sc=e tine In l$)oO, lc-^ before t‘z£ abortive rebel 
In’A j1 on at the Bay of Pigs in April, lyol."

wspajer then gives the following version of the bugging incident:

"An equally bizarre episode conths later gave the 
Justice Department Its first clue to Giancana's 
negotiations with the CIA.

"She figures in this Incident were a sale night
club entertainer and Giancana's girl friend, 
Phyllis McGuire, one of the singing McGuire 
sisters.

"At the tine, in Giancana's opinion, the entertainer 
was overly attentive to Miss McGuire.

"At Las Vegas, Nev., in 1961/ sheriff's police 
seized a prowler in the entertainer's hotel suite. 
For hours, the intruder refused to identify hlnself 
or say he was rifling the entertainer's rooms.

«
"Persistent questioning by sheriff's deputies, 
according to federal authorities, led to an 
admission by the prowler that he was on the 
payroll of a private detective agency in Florida.

"Florida authorities sought an explanation of the 
Incident from the operator of the detective agency. 
At first, the operator refused to discuss the 
matter. Finally, however, he told investigators 
to get in touch with the CIA. .? *.- ■

"The inquiry then shifted freta Florida to Washington 
and revealed Giancana's negotiations with CIA, 
It was disclosed.

"Governnent sources reported Thursday that the 
private investigator's mission In the las Vegas 
suite of the entertainer was another riddle of the 
Giancana caper with the CLA. Neither CIA nor the 
Florida detective Agency ever has offered an 
explanation of what the investigator was doing in 
the Hotel suite, the sources said." ■;
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Four days Later, ca 20 Avgust 19o3> tie Chicago Sally Sews

reported further co the subject under the following headline:

"W TKUTH ABOUT CCSA KOSTRA CHEF ACT BE CIA"

The story cited an incident in which Giancana literally busped into

an FBI agent who vas tailing hin. Giancana was reported to- have said, 

"Why don't you fellows leave ee alone? I'e one of you!” Giancana •
> x . 1
• is represented Ln the newspaper account as having been approached by— . f
1 I

but not as having cade any arzangenents with—CIA. Die story also 
i •.
j mentions the Lac Vegas Incident, but in teres of scoeone, possibly

| ' • CIA, mnmarking a roam occupied by one of Giancana's henchaen who

had Just returned frea Cuba.

On 16 August 1963 the DD/P (Heins) sent a mesaorandusi to the

DCI (McCone) forwarding a copy of the 1^ May 1962 nosorandua for the 

record sent to Attorney General Kennedy following the 7 May 1962 

briefing of Kennedy on the gambling syndicate operation - phase one. 

Die coincidence of dates strongly suggests that the Director's

; interest resulted fras the Chicago newspaper story of 16 August. - <
; - - : ■ ■ * • • ■ ■ . ■ ■ \i.r ■ ■ ■■ ■■ •; ■ -7 ! ■

In his trensoittal neaorandun to the DCI, Mr. Heiss wrote that:
f

"... I vas vaguely aware of the existence of such 1
a Denoxandisa /the inesoraadus for the record of the 7 «4ay-19o2 
briofirg of Bobert since I vas informed that it had
been written as a result of a briefing given by Colonel 
Edwards and Lawrence Houston to the Attorney General in t . ■ . । -
May of last year. ..... I assuse you are aware of the <
nature of the operation discussed in the attachment." * ♦
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This 13 the earliest date cn 'which we have evidence of Hr. McCone’s 

being aware of any aspect of the scheme to assassinate Castro using 

Beshers of the ganbling syndicate.

Drew Pearson has access to these newspaper stories, and they 

are available to any masher of sources who night visa to collect 

such information. Be rumors of CIA’s alliance vith Gangsters are

not new; what is new is that the rumors now connect CIA and the 

gangsters in a plot to assassinate Castro. It say be assumed that 

the Attorney General (Clark) knows that the mors of the relation

ship, as such, are true because of the records of the FBI on the las 

Vegas wiretapping incident. As of this writing, he does not 

necessarily know more—subject to vfcat he nay have learned as a 

result of the FBI interview of Edward P. Morgan, Miheu’s Washington 

attorney. A clue as to hew much the Attorney General cay know is 

found in his statement that Maheu is the closest thing to a link 

. between CIA and Giancana.
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May - July 19oo

The Long Ccsnittee

The Agency’s previous interventions on Maheu'c behalf are

reviewed here, because of the increasingly important role of ,
i

in the scenario. The last of these interventions occurred, durtng j
•

the period. May - June 1966. At that tire a Senate Cassittee headed. t
i

by Senator Long of Missouri was investigating invasions of privacy

and planned to call Maheu to testify. Ve learned, indirectly of the 
i ’

Cctnaistee *s intention to call his. A san who was employed. by Maheu ( {
- |

in 199^-55 was informed. that he would be called to testify about his |

activities during that period. Be was an esployee of AID in 1$66.

The Internal Security Division of the Department of Justice learned

that he was to be called as a witness and informed CIA’s General

Counsel. * t

In the 195^-55 tfce period Maheu was hired by the Greek shipping .

magnate, KLarchos, to help in a financial tussle Eiarchos was having =

with, another Greek shipping figure. Chassis, -."ho had managed to 
1

negotiate a pact with Saud under which. Onassis would control 

9Qjt of all Saudi Arabian oil shipments. British, American, and German 

shipping Interests opposed Chassis' near monopoly, and the US and UK 

governments supported liiarchos in his fight to have the agree^nt



the British and American governments, reportedly meeting at least once

with Vice President Kixon. Maben's operations were financed by

Hiarchos, but CIA becase involved la supporting ties by request of 

the Department of State. Agency cccnuni cations and pouch facilities 

were cade available to Maheu, and he vas given help in developing 

a black propaganda canpaign against Chassis. Hiarchos, with Maheu's 

help, von his scrap with Onassis.

A variety of litigation arose froa the contest. In one lav suit 

for libel before the Bev York Supreme Court in early 195o (Onassls vs. 

Catapodis), Hiarchos vas exaaired by attorneys for Catapodis. Vhen *■

Questions vere'asked about certain affidavits in issue (which had been 

passed through the CIA pouch system), Hiarchos, as a witness, vas 

advised by his attorneys not to testify on the grounds of CoveruDent 

privilege. CIA inevitably becane involved. The General Counsel 

prepared a statement for the U.S. District Attorney in Hew York 

(to be retained, by the 00/C office there) stating the Agency's interest. . ,

As a consequence, CIA was identified as being a party to the Hiarchos/
i 

teassis squabble. Although that vas in 1956, the Agency's inter- !

ventian is presumably still a* natter of record.

Tee Long Committee planned to resurrect the old Caassis/Biarchos . i

fight, because it had involved an invasion of privacy. Apparently I



surveillance on Cnassis* offices, and thio became knovn. Maheu’s 

core recent involvement in the Las Vegas wiretapping Incident also 

seemed certain to receive extensive attention by the Long Coonittee.

The Long Cctaoittee presumably would have been interested only in

Maheu* s connection with. the wire tappings that grew out of the Cnassis/

If larch os affair and the gambling syndicate operation against Castro.

The Agency decided that it would not be in its interest to allow 

Maheu to testify on the hugging incidents because of the risk that 

his testimony could not be confined Just to wiretapping. Further, 

Maheu has been used over the years in a nuuber of sensitive CIA 

operations. There was a risk that a general inquiry night open up 

other sensitive issues. A nunber of neetings were held with 

Edward P. Morgan, Maheu*s Washington attorney, and with a close legal 

associate of Senator Long, a St. Louis attorney named Kerris Shenker. 

Finally, in direct nee tings with Senator Long, our General Counsel

was able to have Maheu excused fres testifying before the Long ;
Coraaittee. # I ■' |

While negotiations were under way to have Maheu excused frea j
l 

testifying, Maheu became quite alamed over the risk of adverse publicity,

■ which might Jeopardize his business with very important clients. Ee was 

especially worried over his Howard Hughes account. He applied pressure
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on the Agency in a variety of ways—suggesting that publicity sight 

| expose his past sensitive work for CIA. Keheu's background end. past

associations with CIA ere the subject of another section of this 

report.

James O*Connell states that at one point in the negotiations with 

, the Long Ccnsittee Maheu indicated feat he night brief his attorney,

Edward P. Morgan, fully about his past activities so that Morgan would 

i be able to decide how best to represent hia. Whether he did. or not,
k 
J and, if so, what he told bin, is not known. We have a discussion of

' the possible implications of this in a later section of this report.

1 ' a. Haheu nay very well have told Morgan tee details of

• the plan to assassinate Castro using neabers of the gambling
| * syndicate, and

| b. Maheu has now, on three separate occasions, seen CIA

j' intervene in official proceedings—once for Biarchos *nd twice
( 

- for Maheu.

» ■ - .
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Schemes in Early 1$$3

Skis Diving Suit

At about the tine of the Donovan-Castro negotiations for the 

release of the Bay of Pigs prisoners a. plan was devised to have 

Donovan present a contaminated skin diving suit to Castro as a gift. 

Castro vas known. to be a skin diving enthusiast. We cannot put a 

precise date cn this scheme. Desmond FitzGerald told us of it as if 

it had originated after he took over the Cuba task force in January 

1963. Samuel Ealpern said that it began under William Harvey and 

that he, Halpern, briefed FitzGerald on it. Earvey states positively 

that he never heard of it.

According to Sidney Gottlieb, this scheme progressed to the 

point of actually buying a diving suit and readying it for delivery. 

The technique involved dusting the inside of the suit with a fungus 

that would produce a disabling and chronic skin disease (Madura foot) 

and contaminating the breathing apparatus with tubercle bacilli. 

Gottlieb does not remember vbat came of the scheme or vhat happened 

to the scuba suit. Sam Halpern, who was in on the scheme, at first 

said the plan vas dropped because it vas obviously impracticable. 

He later recalled that the plan vas abandoned because it was overtaken 

by events: Donovan had already given Castro a skin diving suit on his 

own initiative. She scheme may have been mentioned to Mike Miskovsky, 

who worked with Donovffi, but FitzGerald has no recollection that it vas 
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Halpern says that he zentidncJ the plan to George McManus, then 

& special assistant to the DD/P (Heins). McManus later told Ealpern 

that he had mentioned the scheme to Mr. Heins. Those who were involved 

in the plot or who were identified to us by the participants as being 

witting are the fol lowing?

Bichard HelmsX
William Harvey (denies any knowledge)

Beaoond FitzGerald

Samuel Halpern 
i

George McManus
Sidney Gottlieb * |

Bay Treichler
• I

i < • ■

<

. * • ■ ' < •
. 'IX'- ‘ * 1 _ . . 4

■ ' Hi ।
• « I

• »
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Thb $

scubces of

Files were furnished for review by the Director of Security, 
the Deputy Director for Support, the General Counsel, the Legislative 
Counsel, the Chief of WE Division, and by Col. J. C. King, fc-er 
Chief or WH Division. Biographic files and intelligence publications 
were furnished by the Director of Central Reference, tyt vas not cade 
witting of the reason for our interest in then, end those who 
assembled then for bin were not told for whoa they vere Intended.

We called back four officers for interviews: Richard Bissell, 
Sheffield Edwards fron retireneat, J/lllinn Earvey froo sick leave, 
and Kes tor Sanchez frcta his post lijcaraca^n Otherwise, our interviews 
were confined to officers assigned ra the headquarters installation. 
We opened each interview by referring to the Drew Fearson colon of 
7 March 19°7> citing that as the reason for our interest in lean1" 
of plots to assassinate Castro. We told those interviewed that ve ' 
were on a fact-finding nisslon oa behalf of the Director, and that 
this vas not the usual sort of Inspector General investigation. We 
asked each to naze any others who were likely to have knowledge of 
such plots. We cautioned each not to discuss the subject of the 
Interview with anyone else—even others when we night interzlcv. 
This is a cocplete list of those interviewed:

Descend FitzGerald 
Sanuel Halpern 
^ruceCheever'l • 

' j. C. King ’ **
Alfonso Rodriguez 
J. D. Ester line 
Edvard Gunn 
Howard Osborn 
Janes O’Connell 
Sidney Gottlieb 
Sheffield Eduards 
Richard Bissell 
Laurence Houston 
gay Trelehler T 
John. Warner •* 
Kes tor Sanchez 
Willian Earvey 
Cornelius Roosevelt 
Robert Banneman 
Henry Bortner "1 
Richard Ober **



Seme tires 13 l?o3, date uncertain cut pxubably early In the 

year, De stood. FitzGerald, then Chief, SAS, originated a scheme f 

doing away with Castro by neans of an explosives-rigged sea shell.

The Idea -as to take an unusually spectacular sea shell that would 

be certain to catch Castro's eye, load it with an explosive triggered, 

to blow when the shell was lifted, and submerge it in an area where 

Castro often went skin diving.

Des bougnt two books on. Caribbean Kollusca. The scheme vas soon 1
i ! * found to be impracticable. None of the shells that might conceivably I 

1 
tr •

i ( be found in the Caribbean area vas both spectacular enough to be sure
L- I of attracting attention and large enough to hold the needed volume -

j . of explosive. The midget submarine that would have had to be used
I In emplacement of the shell has too short an operating range for such.

; , an operation.
5 * ■ 1* ' - FitzGerald, states that he, Sam Halpern, and Bruce Cheevur had
I ’ : ■
. several sessions at which they explored this possibility, but that no . j

| <.-• . one else vas ever brought in on the talks. Halpern believes that he }
« • ;
£. had conversations with TSD on feasibility and using a hypothetical !

case. 2e does not remember with whom he may have spoken. We are

unable to identify any others who knew of the scheme at the time it



Project A.'HASH - Rolundo Cubela

9 March 1?61 
---------------- • - x *

Jack Stewart, an officer then assigned to the Mexico City

Station, net la Mexico City with Rolando Cubela to sound out Cubela 

on his views on the Cuban situation. Cubela tad been attending the 

leftist-sponsored Latin American Conference on national Sovereignty, 

Bsanclpation and Peace held in Mexico City from $ to 8 March. 

Cubela was noacccsaittal. The meeting was arranged by Carlos 

Tepedino (AW3IP-L), a long-time friend of Cubela. Cubela knew 

Stewart casually frca Havana where Stewart was once assigned and where 

a similar meeting tad once been set up but had fallen through.

(Comment: Rolando CUHELA Secades was the second-ranking 

leader of the Directorio Revolucionario (DR) 13 de Marso, which 

was an elite group of leftist, student activists founded in 1956 

to organize violence to overthrow the Batista regime. Cubela ■■ 

was believed to have been one of the participants in the j

assassination In 1958 of Lt. Col. Antonio BL&iCO Rico, then 

the head of Batista's military intelligence service. The DR ‘

members considered themselves quite apart from the Fidelista

26th of July Movement, despite the fact that they had reluctantly (
I 

signed a unity pact. In the final days of the revolution the DR

took the Presidential Palace, which they refused to surrender . |
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to Che Guevara but eventually (end reluctantly) turned over to 

Fidel Castro. Cubela vas a mJ or in the Cuban exey, the highest 

Cuban nllltary rank.

(A CS Information Report with a date of informal on of

• March 1959 reported that: "Prior to his appointment to the 

post of Cuban Military Attache to Spain and his subsequent 

departure for Madrid on 27 March 1959, Bolando Cubela frankly 

expressed to Prine Minister Fidel Castro his dissatisfaction 

over the present situation in Cuba. Cube la ... privately 

told intimates that he vas so disgusted with Castro that if he, 

Cube la, did not get cat of the country soon, he would kill 

Castro Himself."

. (Although the March 1961 nee ting between Stewart and Cubela 

in Mexico City vas inconslusive, it led. to other meetings out of 

which grew Project AMIASS. Cubela (AMIASH-l) repeatedly insisted 

that the essential first step in overthrowing the regime was the 

elimination of Castro himself, which Cubela claimed he vas
• *

prepared to accomplish. He repeatedly requested that we furnish 

him the special equipment or material needed to do the Job. 5hose 

immediately concerned with the running of operation

recall it as one in which the Agency vas interested primarily in 

keeping Cubela active in the M3APR0H program directed against
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Cuban military leaders, while resisting hi3 pleas for technical

assistance in an assass' ration attempt. She voluminous project 

flies and the information furnished us by Heston Sanchez, 

Cube la’s case officer, do not wholly support those recollections.

Die Agency offered, both direct and indirect support for Cube la’s 

plottings.)

28 March 1961

r An asset of the Miami Station reported that Bolando Cubela and

1 . _ • Juan Orta wanted to defect and needed help in escaping. (Juan Ortat
vas tbe gangsters' "man inside Cuba" with access to Castro in the i

lethal pill operation we have called Gambling Syndicate - Phase Ore.) • ;

: Headquarters expressed Interest in exfiltrating Orta and Cubela. _

' The exfiltration attempt was called oiXas a result of a report that

t the Cuban police were aware of Cubela's desire to defect and of his

I . departure plans.

1 (Consent:. This is one of three name-links we found in the

AMIASH file between Bolando Cubela and persons involved in the 

gambling syndicate episodes. lie other two links are even more 

nebulous than this. If Cubela was in fact one of the gangsters* 

assets inside Cuba, that fact was unknown to either the CIA 

officers running the gangster episodes or to those h*nanig Cubela.) ’

hi 13 aai ।
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1U August 1961

Curios Tepedino reported that Rolando Cubela was planning 

to attend the French Rational Student Union Cultural Festival 

later in the south. Cubela sent a nessage to Tepedino saying that 

be wanted to talk with a "friend of Stewart's" in Paris if possible. 

The nessage prestssabiy was passed through Cube la's girl friend, 

an airline stewardess. The Paris station was given approval to 

approach Cubela, but there is no indication in the file that he 

was actually contacted.

15 June 19^2

The JMWAVE Station cabled that a station asset (AMCOXCEHT-1) 

vas told, by Lucia ECHEVARRIA Eland that Cubela had left Cuba for 

Helsinki on 10 June 1962. He was traveling on a Czech airline, 

by way of Prague, to Helsinki where he planned to attend the World 

Youth Festival* Lucia’s Bother and father had arrived in Miami 
• * r * 

* on 9 June and had been seen off at the a^ort by Cubela when they 

left Cuba. Lucia's nother told Lucia that Cubela wanted to defect 

and to enter the U.S. Cubela said that on his return from Helsinki 

. he would pass through Baris where he hoped to Beet his old friend, 

Carlos Tbpedino.

- 81 -
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The FBI forwarded to CIA a report of a meeting with aa FBI 

informant la Miaai on 11 Jure. Thn Informant .-sported that Cubela 

vas attending the Youth Festival in Helsinki in July-August 19o2 

and wanted to defect. In a detailed traasaittal memorandum, the 

FBI identified its informant as Carlos Tepedino, whom the FBI knew to 

be a long-tine contact of CIA. Tepedino offered, his services to the 

FBI to assist in the defection of Cubela. Ee told the Bureau of 

Stewart's meeting with Cubela in Mexico City in March 1961. The 

Bureau stated in its nesorandus to us that it had told Ttepedlno 

that his offter would be forwarded to the proper U.S. agency. The 

Bureau also stated that it was informing its Faris representative 

to refer Tepedino to CIA if Tepedino should contact the Paris Legal 

Attache.

8 July 1962

The JMWAVE Station reported the substance of a telephone 

conversation between Itepedlno and a station officer, which vas 

arranged ty AMCCSCERT-1. Tepedino identified the original source 

of his information on Cubela’s desire to defect as being the Echavarrias 

from when the JMXAVE Station had received its report. Tepedino said 

he had approached the FBI in Miami because of dissatisfaction vith the 
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way CIA had handled Cute La's "planned defection" la Paris in August 

1961. Tepedlno egreed to eeet with & CIA officer and contact 

arrangements were made.

13 and 1U July 19o2

Wi'lllaa Wainwright, from headquarters, set with Tepedlno in 

Sev York City on 13 ecd I1*- July 1962. Tepedlno agreed to Beet 

Wainwright in Helsinki, and to travel anywhere else necessary, to aid 

in an attespt to defect Cubela. Tepedlno, who is a successful 

Cuban exile Jeweller in Bev York City, refused an offer to pay his 

full expenses. He did accept reimbursement for airline tickets and 

hotel expenses. He was not offered a salary or bonus.

30 July - 6 August 19^2

Tepedlno arrived in Helsinki on 30 July. Wainwright was already 

there. Cubela was found, and the first of a series of neetings with 

hin was held on 1 August. The original objective of defecting Cubela 

was quickly changed to one of recruiting him in place. These axe 

excerpts frca Wainwright's contact report of the first iseeting with 

Cubela:

He said he was considering not going back to Cuba, but after 
talking to Tepedlno, he felt that if he could do sccethlng 
really significant for the creation of a nev Cuba, Ke ‘jae 
he vas Interested in returning to carry on the fight there.
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Be raid he vas not interested la risking bls life for any small 
undertaking, but that It’ he could be given a really large part 
*o play, he vould use himself and several others la Cuba when 
be could rely upon.

Ee said he had plans to blow up an oil refinery, as he felt that 
the continuing existence of a semblance of normal functioning in 
Cuba depended upon a continuing supply of petroleum, supplies of 
which, as ve know, are at a critical sta^e today.

He also wanted to plan the execution of Carlos Rodriguez (a top
ranking Castro subordinate) and the Soviet Ambassador, and also 
to eliminate Fidel, by execution if necessary.

While ve were caking no committments or plans, ve pointed out to 
Cube la thzt schemes like he envisioned certainly had their place, 
but that a lot of coordination, planning, information-collection, 
etc., were necessary prerequisites to ensure the value and 
success of such plans.

Cubela stated many tines during the course of this and subsequent 
meetings «that he vas only interested in involving himself in a 
plan of significant action, and which was truly designed to 
achieve rapidly his desire to help Cuba.

7-9 August 1962

Because of the security hazard In too frequent ceetings In 

Helsinki,where Cubela vas surrounded by his associates in the Cuban 

' - delegation, It vas agreed that further ceetings would be held in • 

_ Stockholm and in Copenhagen. Cubela agreed to meet with a Spanish

speaking case officer in Paris later in the month. nothing significant

came out of the meetings in Stockholm, 7-9 August, except Cubela's 

revelation that he had told four of his Cuban associates of his meetings 

in Helsinki vith Tepedino.
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1C - 11 August 19o2

Wainwright, Tepedlno, ezi. Cubela met in Copenhagen for further

ceetlngs. Walawright wrote la his contact report:

" ... at one time when ve /painvright always wrote of himself 
as ‘vej/ were discussing the various aspects of Cube la's future 
role in Cuba, we used the tens 'assassinate. * The use of this 
tern, we latex* learned from Tepedino and from Cube La hinself, 
vas cost objectionable to the latter, and he vas visibly upset. * 
It was not the act he objected to, but rather rerely‘the choice 
of the word used to describe it. 'Eliminate was acceptable.'"

(Coczsent: It is worth noting here that Tepedino, a Cuban

Jeweller in New York, was present at a series of meetings at 

which the assassination of Castro vas discussed, between Cubela 

and Wainwright, when Tepedino knew to be a CIA officer.)

. 1U - 23 August 19o2

Q Cubela, Tepedino, and Wainwright met in Faris and were Joined

1 by Earle Williamson, a Spanish-speaking case officer frea Madrid.

| Cubela vas given S/V training and was issued appropriate s/V supplies.

He vas taken to the south of France on 20 August for a demolition 

demonstration. Williamson planned to polygraph Cubela and asked 

for a polygraph operator to be sent to Baris. Cubela 

refused to be polygraphed. Williamson cabled on 17 August:

"Eave no intention give Cubela physical elimination trlssion 
as requirement but recognize this something he could or 
might try to carry out on his own initiative."

Headquarters replied by cable on 18 August: . ..

"Strongly concur that no physical elimination missions be given Cubela."



5-3 September 19$3

Cubela attended the Collegiate Cases In Porto Alegre, Brazil, 

as a representative of the Cuban government. Ee vas cet there by 

Wainwright and Tepedlno. Also participating was tester Sanchez, a 

Spanish-speaking case officer froo headquarters, vho thereafter acted 
X 

as case officer for Cube la.

Cubela claimed that he had written two Sfil messages. (Only one 

had been received.) He said he vas reluctant to use S/W because 

he feared the efficiency of the Cuban postal censorship.

Cubela discussed a group of Cuban military officers known to 

him, and possible ways of approaching then. He problem vas, he 

explained, that although many of then were anti-Ccnsunist, they were 

either loyal to Fidel or were so afraid of him that they were 

reluctant to discuss any conspiracies for fear they night be 

provocations. Cubela said that he thought highly of Eanon GOTH Diaz 

(AJH3KJHK-1O) who vas hiding Miguel DIAZ Isalgue (AMICE-1&). Diaz 

had been sent to Cuba by CIA to recruit Guin in place,, and had done so 

Cubela said he planned to use Guin but was concerned about Guin's 

"nervous condition" and the fact that he dra-y heavily. Cubela was 

told to assist Guin in Guin's intelligence assignments, but not to 

help Guin leave Cuba—as Cubela proposed.



September 19^3

Froa Porto Alegre, Cubela flew to Paris, arriving on it Septeaber. 

He -.-as there ostensibly to attend the Alliance Fiazcaise, but actually 

to take an extended vacation—of which he planned to Inforn Pidel 

after the fact..

16 September 1963

Cubela (in Paris) wrote to Tepedlno (in Eev York): "I don't 

Intend to see (be interviewed by) your friend agaf n," which you 

should tell thea, "so they don't nafa? the trip. I want to. get away 

ftca politics completely................ "

3 October 1963

He star Sanchez arrived in Paris for meetings with Cubela. (The 

record does not reveal why Sanchez went to Purls in the face of Cube la’s 

stated wish not to see him. Qhe letter say have been written during 

a spell of temporary depression. Station officers were already in 

contact with Cubela when Sanchez arrived.) Also participating tn the 

meetings were John (Red) Stent and Richard. Long. At the tin* of these 

nee tings it was discovered that the French were tmiiM^reily keeping 

Cubela under surveillance. dA informed the French that our contacts 

with Cubela were for the purpose of defecting him.

11 October 1963

Sanchez cabled that Cubela was insistent upon noting with a 

senior U.S. official, preferably Robert F. Kennedy, for assurances
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of U.S. moral support for eny activity Cubela under took in Cuba.

Sanchez said that the ansver Cubela received might be crucial to

CIA's relationship vith Cubela. Sanchez recocsended that "highest 

and profound consideration be given as feeling drawn by all who in 

contact Cubela is that he determined atteapt op against Castro vith 

or without U.S. support."

13 October 1963

The Paris Station cabled: "Sanchez ETA IXEID 13 Oct. Pending change 

after 12 Oct meet Sanchez plans return Eqs after IXXO stop in order discuss 

details operation before entering final round discussions vith AMLASH."

17 October 19^3

Red Stent cabled the results of a meeting vith Cubela and 

Tepedino. Cubela, in a private conversation vith Stent, reiterated 

bis desire to speak vith a high-level U.S. Government official. Stent f
said that basically Cubela wanted assurances that the U.S. Government 

would support him if his enterprise were successful.

29 October 19^3

Desmond FitzGerald, then Chief, SAS, who ws going to feris on. 

other business, arranged to meet vith Cubela to give hiss the assurances
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AMIASH file, has this to say on cover:

in the

FitzGerald will represent self cs personal representative of 
Robert ?. Kennedy who traveled laris for specific purpose 
ceeting Cubela ami giving bin assurances of full U.S. support 
if there is charge of the present coverrcent in Cuba.

According to FitzGerald, he discussed the planned ceeting with the

DD/p (Helms) who decided it was not necessary to seek approval frca

Robert Kennedy for FitzGerald to speak in his nase

The meeting, vas held, in Bed Stent's house in Paris on 29

October 19^3- FitzGerald used ze alias Jases Clark. Restor

Sanchez acted as interpreter. Red Stent vas not present during the

eeetins* Sanchez on 13 Roveaber 19^3 wrote a oesorandian for the

record of the meeting.

FitzGerald informed Cubela that the United States is 
prepared to render all necessary assistance to any antl-cc=unist 
Cuban group which succeeds in neutralizing the present Cuban 
leadership and assizes sufficient control to invite the United 
States to render the assistance it is prepared to give. It vas 
emphasized that the above support will be forthcoming only after 

. a real coup has been effected and the group involved is in a position 
to request U.S. (probably under CAS auspices) recognition, aed 
support. It vas osade dear that the U.S. vas not prepared to 
commit itself to supporting an isolated uprising, as such an 
uprising can he extinguished in a natter of hours if the present 
govexzzent is still in control in Havana. As for the post-coup 
period, the U.S. does not desire that the political clock be 
turned hack but will support the necessary economic and 
political reforms which will benefit the cass of the Cuban 
people.

89
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(Ccmxent: Siose invo;ved now recall

meeting as being sax thing quite different fnn that appearing 

in written records prepared at about the tiae of the nee ting

FitzGerald recalls that Cubela spoke repeatedly of the need for an 
J 

assassination, weapon. In particular, he wanted a high-powered I i

rifle with telescopic sights or some other weapon that could. {
t • ■ <

be used to kill Castro from a distance. FitzGerald wanted no :

i . part of such a achene and told Santes to tell Cubela that the

. U.S. slsply does not do such things. When he vas told this,

| —- '' Cubela said he wanted confirmation fra a senior U.S. official, '.i

not a member of CIA. FitzGerald says that when he set with

• Cubela in Paris he told Cubela that the U.S. Government would
I have no part of an attempt on Castro’s life. Sea Ealpern, who

| v&s present at FitzGerald's meeting with Cubela but who vas

$ «;i 'W.dj thoroughly »>urf liar with all that was going on,' has a recollection .. .

l<. ’ identical with that of FitzGerald.) „• ■> ?

s t Be that as.it nay, the written record tells a scsevbat different s. ’:’■■■ 
|. ' - ' t -.V ?• ‘ > ■ 7 z..-
f ■ story. In Sentez* aesnorsndvn of the meeting with Cubela he wrote *’ **
I •' t:.--. • ; • ‘ =
J that: .y_.-

.. . . nothing of an operational nature vas discussed at the 
FitzGerald meeting. After the oeeting Cubela stated that 
he was satisfied with the policy discussion buz now desired 
to know what technical support we could provide Mn-
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1A Joveaber 196 3

f Valnwright set with Tepedfno in Sew York City on lb Novesber. 

Wainwright’s contact report reveals Cubela's reaction (as told to 

Tepedino) to his meeting vita FitzGerald.

©

. . . Eie visit with FitzGerald, who acted, in tto capacity of a 
representative of high levels of the Goverment concerned with 
the Cuban problea satisfied. Cubela as far as policy was 

r concerned, but he was not at all happy with the fact that he still. 
was not given, the technical assistance for the operational plan

<■ *' as he saw it. Ifepedino said, that Cubela dwelt constantly on. 
this point. He could not understand why he was denied certain 
asall pieces of equinzent which precised a final solution to 

" 1 c the problcn, while, on the other hand, the U.S. Covcrrxeat 
■..../.gave Buch equipnent and coney to exile groups for their

' ineffective excursions against Cuban coastal targets.
t J. According to Tepedino, Cubela feels strongly cu this point, 
:and if he does not get advice and materials fra> a U.S.
' g-' "' Govenment technician, be will probably heccce fed-up

again, and we will lose whatever progress we have made to date.

" ‘ '*9 Hovesher 19$3 ■ ' . • ' *:} .7-' "
.■•.f:'* .. '~2 ■" . ‘ - •'**.’ ii-.G.-.'..! . 7*. . . ’
ri^- ’ *>S*i Ke®°randun for the' record prepared by Kestor Sanchez; "C/SAS 

- • «’ -■ -. •,•. - ■: t
‘ ;-^^pfttsGexald) approved-telling Cubela he. would be given a cache

• A* * "***<* “ ~ *"* ***' - . *.J. . V* • < . -•
inelxBie high.

-*“j*iower rifles v/scqpes 7".' .’. . C/SAS requested written reports on

; * AMIASS operation be kept to a Bdninrcn.’’ . ”

20 HOvsiber 19^3 . ' ' z**

■ Thus far, this account of the Cubela project has been based aloost



account of sn epistle in the Cucela operation !cn which there is no . *

docunentary evidence. Dr. Gxir. has a record t f nice contacts and.

their dates; otherwise, this xr=ary is drawn frets the recollections j
of those involved. '............. ............

j
Sanchez says that, while Cubela '--as anxious to do away with

Castro, Cubela vas not willing to sacrifice his own life in ovchany ’ 

for Castro's. What Cubela really -.-anted vas a high-powered, silenced

rifle with an effective range of hundreds or thousands of yards.

• Cubela finally said that, as a doctor of medicine (which be was), he , |

vas quite sure that ve could devise scce technical Deans of doing the ’ j

»; Job that would not autcsatically cause bin to lose his own life'in ■

'■ ■ the try. ■ • . ■

j ■; Samuel Halpern and Nestor Sanchez approached Dr. Gunn for » ' 1

• assistance. Although, none of the participants specifically so stated, '
1 . it nay be inferred that they'were seeking a Deans of assassination

j •: of a sort that Cubela right reasonably have been expected to
i ■ .. -• ’ -•
। ' devised himself. What they settled .upon vas Black Leaf ^0, a comson,

j • ■ easily-obtainable insecticide centalabout Uo/nicotlne sulphate-

Nicotine is a deadly poison that nay be ada-fni stewed orally, by injection,

or by absorption through the skin. It is likely that there also vere ; 

discussions of Beans of adniaisterirg the poison, because Gunn vas ready ’ ? 

to cove when asked.



Gann egala on the coming cf 23 5ovesber 19o3 ami told him that the 

device for adslnlsterlng the poison (a baU/olnt pen rigged as a 

hypodersic syringe) had to be ready in tine for Sanchez to catch a 
plane at noon the next day. Gum Bays that he vent Immediately to 

the IT/D workshop and spent the rest cf the day and cost of’ that 

night fabricating the device. Those In Fl/D who worked with his 
X

knew what he vas trying to rake but not for when it was intended.

Eventually, after seven or eight failures, he succeeded In converting

1

a Paper-Mate pen into a hypodermic syringe that worked. Ee said that j

the needle was so fine that the vic tin would hardly feel it when it * ’ 5

vas Inserted—he ccopared it with the scratch froa a shirt with

too such starch. Ee delivered the workable device to Sanchez the 

following morning and retained two of the later prototypes. He states •

that they are still in his safe. He does not know what happened to I

the device he gave Sanchez; he does not reeesber its having been |

returned to him. He believes he vas told that Cubela refused to ’

accept the device. -Be says he would not now be able to differentiate j

the final pen froa the earlier prototypes that are in his safe. *
t

22 November 19$3 * j
I ,

Nestor Sanchez arrived In Baris on the earning of 22 November J -{

and met with Cubela late that afternoon. Sanchez states that be .
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showed the pen/syrlnge to Cubela and explained how it worked. Ee is no 

sure, but be'believes that Cubela accepted the device but said that he 

would . ot take it to Cuba with hin. Sanchez distinctly recalls that 

Cubela didn’t think much of the device. Cubela said that, as a doctor, 

he knew all about Black leaf 1*0 and that we surely could, ccoe up 

with something core sophisticated than that. It should be noted that 

Gunn and Sanchez agree that the syringe was rot leaded. Cubela was 

expected to supply his own poison; we merely suggested Black leaf bO 

as an effective poison for use in the syringe.

Sanchez wrote a contact report of the meeting. It sakes no 

mention of a pen or of poison. Ihe following is a summary of the 

contact report. Cubela said that he was returning to Cuba fully 

determined to pursue his plans to initiate a coup against Castro. 

Sanchez reiterated the assurances given Cubela by FitzGerald of full 

U.S. support if a real ecup against the Castro regime were successful. 

Cubela asked for the following items to be included in a cache inside 

Cuba: 20 hand, grenades, two high-powered rifles with telescopic 

sights, and approximately 20 pounds of C-^ explosive and related 

equipment. Cubela suggested the best place for the cache was on 

the flnca (fair:) managed by his friend, Guin (AM231CB/10). Since he 

was returning to Cuba by way of Prague, he did not want to carry S/V 

or any other incriminating materials with his. As they were coming
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cut of the ceetlcg, Sancher and Cubela were informed that President

Kennedy bad been assassinated. Cubela was visibly moved over the

news. Be asked, "Why do such things happen to good people!

contact report does not state the tine nor the duration of the

Sanchez-Cubela nee ting, but it is like!

President Kennedy was shot a CIA, officer vas pee ting with a Cuban

agent in Paris and giving his an assassination device for use against

Castro. Sanchez states that he received an OHM cable frat FitzGerald

that night or early the next somlng telling him that everything vas

off. We do not find such

a record in the file that

Washington at 1S10 hours.

a cable in the AMLASH file. Hiere is

Sanchez vas due to arrive back in

23 Sovember.

Use AMIASH project vas probably about as widely known within

the Clandestine Services as any other project of a similar nature

However, ve can identify only four people who know of the Just-

described episode involving a hypodenslc syringe and Black leaf ko

Sanchez knew »TI of.the story, Halpern knew most of it, and Gunn knew

much of it. FitzGerald did not mention this aspect of the Cubela

operation vhen he first briefed us on it. When ve vent back to

him later vith specific questions, he said he. remenbered something

about Black Leaf ko, but nothing whatever about a device for

administering it. Gunn said be had the Ispressica that FitzGerald
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knew about the operation "but didn’t want tc knew.” ranches says 

that FitzGerald knew that he and Ealpern were seeing Gunn. Halpern 

agrees, but adds that FitiC-erald did not know the specifics of the 

fabricating of an assassination device.

*****

Beginning here, the narrative is again drawn fron records in 

the Project AMIASH files.

*****

1 December 19^3

FBIS reported that Cubela returned to Cuba from Prague.

19 February 19& .

The JWAVE Station reported by cable that two separate, 

identical caches would be esplaced in support of Project AMLASH 

during March. One would be put down in Plnar del Rio on Operation
• •

ZORRO. The other would be taken by the AMTR'JNKs to the AMJEUKK 

infiltration area. Each cache would contain, among other things, 

two EAL 1.62 automatic rifles.

6 March 19&-

Cable from the J1MAVE Station: "Unless headquarters has overriding
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reason unknown WAVS for including FALs In cache tc te carried by 

AXTBUJKs, wish stress following point la WAVE’S decision to elininate 

EALs: EALs require 7 by 9 by 50 inch oblong cache container which 

is difficult to handle in the intersedlate craft."

7 March 19&

Headquarters replied that: "Beason for desiring include FALs is

that this is-the main iten requested by AMIASH-1."

l 13 March 19& |
4

The JKWAVB Station cabled: "Since cannot break down EALs to fit |

available cache container shorter than 50 inches, will emit FALs 

fTcrn AMIASK cache."

17-21 March 19&- 
z

tte AMLASH cache vas put dovn on Operation AX25UEK VUI. 
. . . « ' . • - - /*•.' '! ' ‘-"'t

* 2fc April 19&- 7 '
■ ’ I

Headquarters cabled the Baris Station that Carlos* Tepedino had ’

been briefed to meet Carlos Jorge BOBKEHO Hariqpez, "who has an i
important message froa Cubela." t
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3 .May ’9oh

! The Paris Station reported that the res sage Hob'reno had from 

Cubela was that Cubela wanted.a silencer for the Belgian FAL 

submachine gun soonest.

i 5 May 19&
>

SAS requested TSD to produce FAL silencers on a crash basis, i
*’• ■ There are several later documents in the file describing TSD’s

• efforts to silence a FAL and to codify its sights for firing under
I poor lighting conditions. TSD eventually came up vith a silencer
t 
£ and codified ammunition that f&irly effectively silenced nuzzle
< 
j blast and eliminated sonic boom by reducing muzzle velocity.
»'■»

5 9 - H June 196U
€ *•

‘ • Operation ZCRRO put dovn an AMLASH cache on. the north coast of
!<?-

■ Pinar del Rio containing, among other things, two each FAL automatic
C-/| - • rifles with five magazines per weapon." Ko mention is made of

i silencers. From TSD’s reports on development of a silencer, one was
t
I not yet ready at the time the cache was prepared.

| 1 August 19oU x

_ The JMWAVZ Station reported receipt of an Sfa message frca
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AXnCEK-10 dated 18 July. It stated that the AMIASH cache put 

down In the AJGRUIK infiltration area had been located and that 

steps were being taken to recover its contents. The sassage said that 

it was hoped the cache contained "two high-powered rifles with 

silencers," because AM33CX-10 was not jnt certain that he could

I recover the cache put down in Pixar del Bio by Operation ZCRBO.
i 
j

30 August 196b
i
| Manuel Artiree received infomation through Madrid that a group

| of dissident seabers of the Castro reglne desired to establish

f \ direct contact#with Artlse. On 7 October 19®*/ an Artiree associate

vent to France for a neeting with an intermediary frcu the dissident 

group. The intermediary was eased as Alberto BIANCO Bcaarlz.

12 Kovesber 196b 
. - - -i «

FBIS report: "A delegation of the University Student Fedxation *

. of Cuba arrived in "Prague on 11 Hovecber to participate in the meeting 1 :

of the Executive Council of the International Student Union to be . *I
held fran lb to 17 Kovesber. The delegation is made up of . . . 

Maj. Bolando Cubela, who will attend the event as a special guest 

of the IUS."
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13 Nnvenber 19o^ J

Contact report of a meeting In Washington with Artixse: Ax-time

agreed to talk to AMLASH-l if it turns cut that he is the contact san

ibr the internal dissident group. Artice thinks that if AMLASH-1 is ' (

the chief of the dissident group ve can all forget about the :
x I

operation." j

$ 25 November I96U
t . .

I The Baris Station reported Cubela *s arrival in Paris. t

Deceaber 196^

| Nestor Sanchez prepared a memorandum request for $6,500 as an I

’ extraordinary budget expenditure for the travel of Artime for
‘ i
| maintaining contact vith the internal dissident group's representatives I
L / ’
» • . in Europe during November and Deceaber I96U. There is no direct 

indication in the file that the request was approved, but indirect __

evidence indicates that it vas. Artime did travel to Europe and 
. j

maintained the contacts. * J 

6-7 December 19&-

Sanchez met Cubela in Baris. This is a sxssary of the details
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his solution to the Cuban proales was the only cne feasible end that 

he had to continue trying. Cubela •jus told that the U.S. Government 

could not and would not in any way tecone involved or provide 

assistance in the task he had planned for himself. Cubela appeared

' to understand our position and said that if he needed help be would i• • !
• • look elsewhere. j
. ■ t
j . . 10 Deceaber 19&

i
: Memorandum prepared by Sanchez end left with Robert Chien, of the

I Baris Station, as background on the then current status of the AMLASS
• O 
j operation—excerpts:

"Artime does not and we do not plan to tell hia that we 
axe in direct contact with Cubela, nor does Cubela know and ve 
do not desire he know that we are in direct contact with Artiste.

"Cubela vas told and fhlly understands that U.S. Government "— :
cannot become involved to any degree In the 'first step* of his __ *
plan. If he needs support, the realizes that he will have to • (
get it elsewhere. FH: Shis is ’--here Artime could fit in 
nicely in giving any support Cubela would request." ; . ■ • -1 -. <.

(Comment: Sanchez explained to us that what bad happened ! j

a way that neither knew that the contact had been engineered

by CIA. The thought vas that Artise needed a ran inside and

Cubela wanted a silenced weapon, which .CIA vas unwilling to furnish

vas that SAS contrived to put Artise and Cubela together in such
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his can Inside and Cubela night get his silenced, weapcn—frcs 

Artise. CIA did not Intend to furnish an assassination weapon 

for Artise to give to Cubela, end did not do-so.)

17 December 196k j
i

• 1 ! - ; Headquarters cable to Paris: "When. Bob Owen contacts Cubela to i

> debrief bin, . . .- please confirm statement by Cubela to Sanchez that '

'. ‘ * only coney and a fev cctnao items were retrieved by the fishexaen.

• • Cubela and AMSilROC-lO unhappy that fishexaen had not recovered core j.

Oxa the cache, but it was not possible for Cubela and ANTRUKK-IO 

to go to the site of the cache personally. (Cubela had told Sanchez • I
S !
j that AMTRUNK-IO had used sane "fishexaen" to recover the cache and
i .
’ that not all of it vas recovered. This was the cache put down la the t
■ 1
>' AMlBUriK infiltration area, which did not include the FAL rifles.) |

• !
I 27 Deceaber 196k .

' ’ ’ „
) Artime and Cubela net fbr the first time—in Madrid. ■

J “ ♦ • I
* 3° Dscegber 196k - s
I' 
j 
2 Artise and Cubela set for a second time in Madrid on 30 December. '
! - - i

Artime reported the results in a meeting with Hester Sanchez in i
* - ~ • i
j Florida on 3 January 196^- Cubela told Artice that he bad requested

... t . • - ... .
£ (. - 101 - • ’
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a silencer Icr a FAL rifle 1'rca the Americans, which they end not been 

able to provide. Artime agreed to furnish. •.■Ither a silencer for a 

PAL or a cozparable rifle with silencer. If Art Ise obtained a 

silencer for a FAL, Cubela would personally carry it hack to Cuba 

with him. If Artime had to settle for sane other ot silenced 

rifle, he would cache it in Cuba for Cubela.
X

23 January 196?

Sanchez arrived in Paris for meetings with Cubela.

2 February 1965

Sanchez c&bled frea Paris: "Cubela and Sepedlno returned Paris 

31 January. Met 1 February. Cubela states full agreement reached 

vith Artlrae and be well satisfied with arrangements which he outlined 

for our infoxsatlon. (along case lines as reported by Artime). ..... 

Artice providing package in Madrid which Cubela plans carry back fa 

personal luggage." .

’ Sanchez cabled, frem Paris: "As of Kovember 19oh when Cubela departed 

Cuba neither he nor AKERGSK-1O had received any part of the Mataazas 

cache. AJCSUxK-10 litold him fishermen recovered money and parts of 

cosnunications gear but that money vas no good since it was in a series 

out of circulation."

- 102 - ■ - ■
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Madrid Station cabled: "From Cubela on 10 February: Cn 10 or 

11 February Cubela 13 to receive one pistol with silencer and one 

Belgian FAL rifle with silencer iron Artime’s secretary. Both weapons 

cose fron U.S. and now in Madrid." (This is in conflict with the 

earlier report that Artime would cache a rifle and silencer if that 

were all be could find. We are unable to resolve the conflict.)

12 February 1965

The Parana City Station cabled: "Artime reported on final meeting 

with Cubela: Artime had three packages of special items cade up by 

his technical people and delivered to Cubela in Madrid. Cubela 

seemed satisfied."

U Marched 1965

Carlos Tepedino reported receiving a telephone call from a 

• friend in Havana who had seen Cubela back in Havana the previous day.

15 March 1965

The Madrid Station cabled that one Rafael GARCIA-BAXUO Dirube 

had arrived in Madrid fron Cuba on 15 March and had been introduced 

to a station officer. Garcia-Bango claimed to be in contact with a
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group of Cuban military leaders van were planning to elininate Castro 

and take over the governsent. It quickly becane clear that he vas 

referring to Cubela. Gercia-Bango said that he had always been .

publicly identified as a close friend of Cubela, vfaon he last sav

in Havana on 9 March. Garda-Bango said that he had been the lawyer

'4 for the Capri Hotel in Havana. He vas jailed for 75 days in July

P 1962 for defending Santos Trafflcante, a U.S. citizen and ex-manager .

| ■ of the Capri gambling casino vho vas kicked out of Cuba.

4.. . (Consent: Shis is another mac-link between Cubela and

the gambling syndicate plots reported upon earlier in this

report. Trafflcante vas one of the principals in Shef Edvards* 
4

Ibase One of the operation. He presumably vas not involved in

Phase Two under Earvey, but we cannot be sure of that. After all,

Trafflcante vas the san. who brought Varona into the operation late

in Phase One, and Varona vas one of the main players during Phase 
Two. The three-man team that vas sent in^faxona vas reported.

on 21 June 19^? to be in place in Cuba.) ;

June 1965

Headquarters decided, to temicate all contacts vith. key senbers 

of the Cubela group. It had becczse increasingly apparent that the 

circle of Cubans who knew of Cubela*s plans and of CIA's association
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(Note: There 13 a discrepancy In cates. The oeooran-us prepared az 

the tine lists dates of 2, 3, and h May. Frees other evidence la the 

file, it is apparent that the son th vas June—not May.) One Victor

ESPINOSA Hernandez, a forcer HI trainee who vas terminated. as a

salcontent oa 20 March 1961, contacted an IMS agent oa 2 June 1965

with a story that Espinosa thought affected U.S. security. X&1<S 

heard hla out and then seat Mm to the FBI. The FBI listened to the

■ . story oa 3 June and then sent bis to CIA. A CIA officer interviewed

j’ him on 4 June. Espinosa said that in May he had received a letter

| f from a friend in Parts urging hla to meet in Parts with a friend of
S V..
t Cubela. Espinbsa vent to Baris and net vith Alberto Blanco, one

• of Cubela *s closest associates tn the supposed plan to assassinate

Castro. Blanco clalced to have a Dessage froa Cubela, which Cubela 

wanted Espinosa to deliver to CIA. The message vas that Cubela and the 

others with hla were in a position to kill Castro and others in the

regime, but they needed soae help and to know whether the CIA and the

* U.S. Cover&sent were vith then and willing to support then. If the * 

answer were affirmative, Cubela would send out details on vhat he 

needed. From his story it was obvious that Espinosa knew the full 

details of the Cubela operation.

(Comment: There is no indication in the file that CIA ever

I i

I
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s-sa Li: it

found out the sort of "help" Cubela rhou^it he needed. At a

ceeting in Paris on 1 February 1?65 he asked for $1O,CO3 "to 

organize the internal group." CIA refuted to give his the nosey 

and suggested he try to gsz it frets Artine. Cubela was quite 

upset over the turn down. A fev days later, in Madrid, he

approached a Cuban asset of the Madrid Station, chaining he

was stranded in Madrid with no aoney. Headquarters approved 

a "personal loan" of $200. On 16 February 19o5» Cubela asked 

Sanchez for $1,000, which headquarters approved giving his.

In a later seeting vith Carles Tepedino in Kev York City, 

Tepedino said that he had given Cubela $7,000.)

On 23 Junq 1965 headquarters sent a cable to the stations 

concerned directing termination of contact vith ceabers of the

Cubela group. It read, in part:

"..... convincing proof that entire AMLASH group 
insecure and that further contact vith key members of group 
constitutes menace to CIA operations against Cuba as veil as 
to the security of CIA staff personnel in Western Europe.

"Dtader the drcoostances beadquarters desires that contact 
vith key meabers of the group be elixirs ted as rapidly as 
possible, and that assets who nay be in contact vith individual 
members of the group or peripherally involved in AMIASH 
conspiracy be warned of danger implicit in these associations 
and directed to eliminate contacts ASAP."
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1 Marsh i960

Reuters reported fr~i Havana that the Cuban security police 

had arrested tvo oilltary officers for alleged, counterrevolutionary 

activities involving the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency. Obey were

; identified as Maj. Rolando Cubela end Maj. Pancn Guin.
<
I 
'• 7 March i960
b 1

‘ .* EBIS quoting Havana Dcnestic Service: "The trial of the

< accused Rolando Cubela, Rason Guin, and others vto are linked to
»
| \ the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, was begun in the revolutionary

court of Havana district in la Cabana today at 1500 hours.”

8 March 1966 

Excerpts fron first day’s trial proceedings as reported by 

. . the Havana Done Stic Service and copied by F3IS:

{' \ Foroer Majors Rolando Cubela and Bason Guin as veil as . . .,4 > >
others who are under indictment have confessed their guilt. '! :t;< :

1 The defendants are being tried for crises against the integrity I
| and stability of tie nation by having planned the assassination |
f of Maj. Fidel Castro. j
| _ f
| The defendants are Rolando Cubela Secades, Razon Guin Diaz,
I Jose Luis Gonzalez Gsllarrema, Alberto Blanco Rc&ariz, and (
2 Juan Alsina Navarro, all of -.ben confessed their guilt in the .
■ imputed facts of the case. Also appearing in the trial -were ■
J Guillermo Onill Alvarez and Angel Herrero Veliz.
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The accused Jose Luis Gonzales Cailarreta, wno worked as a 
diplomatic attache in the Cuban Etgasty in Spain, betreyed his 
country for 100,000 dollars given hin by CIA agents when he 
contacted only a nonth after his arrival in Spain. (Ee) net 
with an official of the aforecentiosed organization of 
international subversion named Jases Seel who covered his 
activities by appearing as an official of the U.S, Embassy in 
Spain. Hoel demanded that biographic inforeetica and. - 
information ebcuz the Cuban diploma tic sissicu be furnished him 
under this arrangesent.

Cubela during his stay In Europe sakes three trips to Spain, 
on 26 December 19o+, and on 6 and 20 February 1965. The 
revolutionary ringleader Artime goes to Madrid at the beginning 
of February 1965. A meeting is held between Cubela and Artime 
in which they agree on the final plan.

This plea would begin wit' a personal attack aimed at 
Maj. Fidel Castro Buz. This criminal act would be followed 
by an arsed invasion of the country *8 hours later by U.S. 
troops. TJse attack against Comrade Fidel Castro would be nade 
using a 7.62 mm. FAL rifle that Cubela owed. This weapon 
would be fitted with a powerful UxUo te^lescqpic sight and a 
silencer.

Artime sent Gallego to the United States to get the 
telescopic sight and the silencer. Once obtained, this 
equljnent was delivered to Blanco Rctcarlz. He in turn delivered 
it to Gonzalez Gollarreta who then delivered it to Cubela the 
day before he left Madrid.

In order to insure the succes^vf his plans, Cubela meets 
with defendant*Gc±f. Guin had been recruited since September - 
1963 as a spy ftxr the Yankee CIA. .This recruiting was done by. 
CIA agent MiguelDiaz who infiltrated Cuba in order to recruit 
him, and did so.

Seized in Cubela*s residence was a Tesco bread telescopic 
sight with accessories, the FAL rifle, large quantities of weapons 
and arenmitlon for them, fragmentation end incendfary grenades, 
end other military equipment and materiel.
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She punishment to vaioh the defendants are subject and which 
this prosecution wishes imposed is as follows: Fnr Rslando 
Cubela Secades, Rmon Guin Diaz, Jose Luis Gonzalez Gallarreta, 
and Alberto Slenco Roaariz— the death penalty by firing squad. 
For Juan Alsina Eavarro, Guillermo CunlU Alvarez, and Ar.gel 
Herrero Veliz—30 years imprisonment plus corresponding 
additional penalties.

9 March 1966

FBIS report from Havana Domestic Service: "Prime Minister Fidel 

Castro has sent a letter to the prosecutor in the case ... against 

Majors Rolando Cubela, Ramon Guin, and other defendants. In it, the 

Price Minister says that it oust be recognized free all this, a bitter 

but -seful lesson cay be drawn, adding, *1 suggest that the court 

not ask the death sentence for a-y of the accused.**

10 March 19o6

FBIS report of testimony given in court on 8 March:

Question: Do you recall when the silencer broket

Cubela: The silencer! Actually, the silencer did not break. 
She silencer actually did not break.

• Question: Where is the silencer?

Cubela: X threw the silencer away because it vas burning my hands. 

Prosecutor: Have you spoken with Comrade Ridel Castro recently?

Prosecutor: Can you tell the court when. vou snake with Canrade Fidelf

Cubela: Yes.
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Cubela; I believe it was in January, let re sea, in Jarrziry, 
in January.

Prosecutor: In January! Da you recall the conversation you had 
with Ccarede Fidel, and did Ccarede Fidel offer to help you?

Cubela: Conrade-Fidel opened the doors, opened the doors to 
re. He &ve ne, he gave ce to understand that he knew wnat I 
was doing but I did not have enough courage to tell bln.

«»««-* ;
i
I

Defense Attorney: Cubela Secadas, what, in your view, is the ‘
punislaent oerited by conduct of this nature?

$ ■ Cubela: Thu worst!

jj . Question: What do you nean by "the worst?"

» . i Cubela: The wall.
yy ■

Question: «What do you nean by "the wall?"

§ . Cubela: Deserved execution by a firing squad.

|. 11 March 19&>

>•••• v
FBIS report quoting Havana Dooes tic Service of 10 March:

; .. Revolutionary Court Bo. 1, which has tried case 108 in crises
9 ?'A ■ against the integrity and. security of the nation, has pronounced.
I *'" * sentences on the accused Bolando Cubela Secades, Bason Guin Diaz,
I and others. •

According to the sentences, Eolando Cubela and Baron n-rf-. were 
(sentenced to 2$ years inpriscraxent; Jose Luis Gonzalez Gallarreta 

and Alberto Blanco Ronariz, 20 years; and Juan Hilario Alsina 
Kavarro, 10 years.

• Gullleroo Cunil Alvarez end Angel Herrero Veliz were absolved cf 
|. guilt. They were released provided they are not liable to any
5 ’. other charges.

- no -
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(Cosnent: It io worth nozi.ij zhat r.o^e of Cubs la* s dealings 

with CIA frcm .'-'.arch 1961 until "overter 19>> were mentioned in the 

trial proceedings. The'first association of Cubela with CIA *
was in connection with his trip La Zurupe la late 196^ and 

early 19o5 during which he had his meetings wlthArtlce. The 

trial evidence was confined to Cube la's counterrevolutionary 

activities growing out of those nee tings with Artime In 

December I96U and February 19°5- 3bae of his many direct 

contacts with CIA officers, some of whoa he knew by true name, 

were mentioned. There is not even a hint of the ballpoint pen/ 

hypodermic/Black Leaf ho episode. The Cuban authorities may 

have gotten that information froa him and decided not to . . 

introduce it in evidence, but ve can think of no convincing 

reason why they would have withheld it. The closest ve can come 

to a decent reason, and it is pure conjecture, is this; Castro 

may have thought it politically Imprudent to allow the execution 

of someone so close to his inner circle, who had merely plotted 

without acting. If the full details of Cube la's involvement 

with CIA had come out in court, Castro might have had little 

excuse for asking for leniency.)

- Ill -
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Discussion of Assasslnatlas at 3i£i-tevel Government Heetingn

Drew Pearson claims to have a report that there was a high-level 

resting at the Department of State at which plans for the assassina

tion of Castro were discussed. We find record of two high-level, 

interagency meetings at which assassination of Castro was raised. The 

first (and probably the one to which Pearson refers) was at the 

Department of State on 10 August 1962. It was a meeting of the 

Special Group (Augmented). The second meeting ve have identified 

vas held on 30 July 19&. It vas a meeting of the 303 Ccsaittee 

and probably vas held in the White House Situation Room. The two

Q : —' meetings are described separately below.

। 10 August 1962

| The Special Group (Augmented) met at the Department of State,

I either in Secretary Rusk's office or in his conference room. The
| following are recorded as being present:

|: State * . Dean Rusk, Alexis Johnson, Edwin Martin, .
' ' ‘ Richard Goodwin, Robert Hurwitch

White House Maxwell Taylor, McGeorge Bundy (Bill Harvey's 
notes record that Robert Kennedy was absent 
and teat Bundy had his proxy.)



CIA John McCone, Willlau Harvey

USIA. * Edvard Murr-ov, Donald WiInca 

Secretary Thecas Parrott

Ton: Parrott’s minutes of the resting sake no nentlon of the . 

subject of assasstnatfere- 2oth McCone and Ss-rvey recall that 

McHanara raised the subject. Harvey's notes taken at the meeting 

show that it vas also mentioned by Morrow, but the nature of the 

coments vas not recorded. Mr. McCone states, in a memorandum of 

1*» April 196?/ that he recalls meetings on 8 or 9 August in the 

JCS Operations Roan in the Pentagon and. on 10 August 1962 in 

"Secretary Rusk's conference room. At one of these meetings (and 

McCone new recalls it as being at the JCS) the suggestion vas cade 

that top people in. the Cuban regime, including Castro, be liquidated.

(Ccament; As it will later be seen, Mr. McCone's recollection 

is probably faulty. It is quite clear that assassination came

?C.': up for discussion at the 10 August meeting at State.) 

Hr. McCone says that he took immediate exception to the discussion 

and promptly after the meeting called on Secretary McHamara personally 

to emphasize his position. According to McCone, McHasara "heartily 

agreed.0 McCone states in his memorandum that at no time did the 

suggestion receive serious consideration by the Special Group (Augmented)

- 113 -
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or by any individual responsible for polity. McCone adds that through 

the years the Cuban-problea vas discussed in terns such as "dispose 

of Castro," "remove Castro," and "knock off Castro," etc., but that

these phrases were always construed to mean the overthrowing of the 
• «

conrsuitst government in Cuba. Harvey recalls that, when McCone !
x !

told hin of the McCone-McNamara conversation, McCone said that if he, |

McCone, were to be involved in such a thing he would be execssunicated.

Following the 10 August meeting, and without reference to the 

reported exchange between McCone and McNamara, Lansdale addressed 

a memorandum on 13 August to Villiaa Harvey (CIA), Robert Hurwitch 

(State), General Harris (Defense), and Don Milson (USIA). The 
9 

Beoorandun assigned responsibility for drafting papers on various 

subjects related to the Cuban operation. - Harvey's assignment 

included: "Intelligence, Political (splitting the regime, portion. 

excised frcn the CIA file cop^).

Ctai 1U August, Harvey suhnltted a memorandum to the DD/p (Helms) 

reporting the Lansdale ccamrunication and what Harvey had done about 

it. Harvey's sesorandun to the DD/P states that the excised portion

had consisted of the phrase: "including elimination of leaders".

Harvey wrote that he had phoned Lansdale's office and had spoken with.
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excised frca all copies. This vas agreed to. Harvey deleted the 

phrase frca his own copy and assises that instructions were ^ven 

to other recipients to do the sarae. Earvey told us that Lansdale 

repeatedly tried to raise the matter of assassination of Castro 

vith Harvey over the next several weeks. Harvey says that he always 

avoided such discussions. Earvey est*rates that five persons in
X

Lansdale’s office were generally aware of the sensitive details of

Project MCnGOOSS and of Lansdale's interest in assnosiraticn as an

aspect of it.

30 July 196h

The 303 Committee met in regular session, probably in the Situation

Room of the White House. . (Desmond FitzGerald recalls that such >

meetings were generally held there.) The following are recorded as 
being present:

HcGeorge Bundy, Cyrus Vance, John McCone, Thozas Hughes *

’-i-.''/ Desmond. FltzQexald for the discussion on Cuba

Col. Ralph Steak!ey was present for another item on the 
agency, but it is not shown if he vas present when the 
Cuba item vas discussed.

t 
Deter Jessup as secretary



< V I 
J

"It was agreed that Mr. FitzGerald would contact Mr. Sas 
Bapich of the F3I la regard to the earlier report of an 
alleged plot with Mafia overtones to assassinate Castro and 
which the Attorney General agreed to handle as a matter of 
lav enforcement."

The reference is clearly to a 10 June 195* ceoorandun infornatioa 

report froa the DD/P to the Director. The following additional 

"elite" dissemination vas sade of it:

Special Assistant to the President for Rational Security Affairs 
Assistant Secretary, Inter-American Affairs, Department of State 
Director of Intelligence and Research, Department of State 
Director, Defense Intelligence Agency 
The Attorney General

■ Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Deputy Director of Central Intelligence 
Deputy Director for Intelligence

She report related a proposal for the assassination of Castro 

that was cade to prcsdnent Cuban exiles. The Mafia appeared to be 

involved in the scheme. The asking price for doing the job was 

$150,000, with, a guarantee of $10,000 for expenses. A wealthy Cuban 

exile, Jose Mario "Pepin" Bosch, President of Bacardi Run International, 

was reported ready to contribute $50,000. Bosch approached the Chief 

of Station, JMWAVE, and suggested that the U.S. Government also 

contribute funds. The suggestion vas rejected out of hand. The record 

indicates that CIA's only Involvement in the plot vas to report 

information of its existence. Tee last record we find of the Incident
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is a ceoorandta frca the DCI (McCor.e) to Bundy, dated I? August 195+, 

reporting the results of FBI interviews with the alleged participants. 

Obviously, nothing case of the plot. " ' ’“ ir
. i ; 

(Cocaent: It may be only coincidence, but we are struck ! f i

by the point that this group of plotters, allegedly including 

gangster elements, offered to assassinate Castro for $153,000, 

which is precisely the sun that CIA offered to pay in an

earlier plot that very definitely involved gangster elements.

It could be the ease group of gangsters, or it could be that 

the crlninal underworld knows the "going price.") I 
!

As ve have ’said earlier, if Drew Pearson has firs: information on 

a high-level meeting at which assassination of Castro vas discussed, 

it is likely that the reference would be to the 10 August 1962 meeting 

of the Special Group (Augoented). The 30 July 19& 303 Ccsaiittee 

Meeting.is described only because its reference to assassination of 

Castro night be distorted to assuae setae of the characteristics of 

'the Pearson story. *• ’



THE DREW PEARSON STORY

Published De*nlla

The CIA hatched a plot to knock off Castro.

Robert Kennedy nay have approved an 
auoassinntion plot.

Underworld flsunn were actually recruited 
to carry out the’ plot.

Three hired a naan sins won enughb in Havana 
when n lone survivor la still supposed ' 
to ba languishing in prison.

bi Castro learned enough at least to believe the 
i CIA was seeking to kill him. He io reported 

to have cooked up a counterplot against 
Pro a ide nt Kennedy.

Unpublished Petalla

The Facts Aa We Know Them

True. 
• 1

Not true. Ho was briefed on Gambling Syndicate-Phase 
Ono after it was over. He was not briefed on Phono Two

True.

Bonelli informed Harvey on 21 June 1962, presumably 
on the basis of information from Varona, that a team 
of three men was inside Cuba. We do not know their 
identities nor what may have happened to them. We have 
no proof that they were actually dispatched. None 
of the announced captures and executions during this 
period fits this team.

This reportedly has come out in the Garrison investi
gations. It also was stated by Castillo in the 
Philippines under direct interrogation. We have no 
independent confirmation of any sort. (Noto that 
Garrison mot with Roselli in Lao Vegas in March 196?.)

Pills wore sent to Cuba for use in the 
assassination.

There vna a meeting at the Department of State 
at which the assassination of Castro was 
discussed.

True. At least we were told by Roselli that the pills 
were sent in during Phase One and again in Phase Two.

True. The subject was raised at a meeting at State on 
10 August 1962, but it Is-unrelated to any actual 
attempts at assassination. It did result in a MONGOOSE 
action memorandum by Lansdale assigning to CIA action 
for planning liquidation of leaders. The offending 
phrase was later excised from copies forwarded to CIA, 
State, Defence, and USIA, but the damage any already 
have been done. • .
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Ifce Possible Ranifications of the Canbling Syndicate Operation

Ifce earlier sections of this report describe all' of the CIA 

schemes aimed, at the assassination of Castro that ve have been able 

to discover. The accounts of the two phases of the gambling 

syndicate operation are factual to the extent that they are based 

on vhat those interviewed recall or believe the facts to have been. 

It is evident that sone of those fhets have leaked, are being talked 

about, or are being peddled. On the opposite page is a list of the 

main •’etails of the story Drew Pearson has, as they are known to us, 

together with a brief cement on the apparent accuracy of each. 

Uhere is support in fact for cost of the details in Pearson’s story. 

He has a garbled account of the role played by Robert Kennedy, and 

be errs in telling the story as if all of the details are part of 

a single story, which they are not. For the most part, though, 

his facts are straight and he has the truly inportant aspects of 

the gambling syndicate operation.

Until Jases O'Connell returned on 2 May fren his meetings in 

Las Vegas, we were faced with the difficulty of being unable to 

estimate the dimensions of the problem facing the Agency unless we 

could discover vhat has been leaked, by whoa, to when, and for what 

purpose. Bone of those things could be deduced with confidence frea



the i iforsaticu then available ■& us. O’Ccnnell, who has already 

reported to you orally and will be suhnittlng his written report 

directly to you, is able to shed sore light on the likely sources 

of Pearson’s information. He has also briefed us otr his conversations 

with Maheu. These are the key points:

a. Maheu did brief his attorney, Rduard P. Morgan, on 

Maheu*s participation in xhase One.

b. Maheu knew nothing of Ifcasa Two while it was under way 

and has never heard of it free: Roselli.

c. Morgan and Roselli were acquainted, Independently of 

Maheu, well before Jfaheu becase Involved with Roselli in the 

gambling syndicate opera lien. Roselli was steered to Morgan by 

E. M. Cxeenspun, editor and publisher of the las Vegas Sun.

d. Maheu suspects that Roselli is a client of Morgan’s.

e. Roselli is drinking heavily. Morgan has been in Las 

Vegas cnee or twice recently, was drinking too much, and was 

' • "indiscreet." •

f. Jim Garrison, Edward Morgan, end Roselli were all in 

las Vegas at the sane tine this past March. Garrison was in 

touch with Roselli; so was Morgan. It is our impression that 

Greenspun was also Involved In the conversations. Ve do not know 

the date, but it night be noted that one of jfearson’s columns
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Lethal Pills Briefing of Kennedy* Three-Man Teen State Be pt. Steeling

Earvey Earvey Harvey

Roselli Roselli Roselli

Maheu Maheu

O'Connell O'Connell

Earvey

I' ■ ■> • >- - • / ■

J - : - .

j . Edwards Eduards

r Houston Houston
• •• Varona Varona

Varona's Varona's
• son-in-law son-in-law \

• Maceo Maceo

• Giancana

Traffl cante
fL.;; Orta • . • • . ... I

*It is quite possible that the fact of Robert Kennedy's having been ■ 
’ briefed, and perhaps the substance of the briefing, is more widely

known to government officials than this list would indicate. Ve < 
know that Hr. McCone on 16 August 1963 asked for and received a ' 
copy of the aeoorandun record of the briefing. Others in Justice : 
end the 131 besides Kennedy say know of the senorandua and of its . . 
contents. ' ’



1

appeared on 7 March.

g. According to Maheu, Morgan end Jack Znderson, Drev 

Pearson’s associate, ere very close.

Thl s seems clearly to- point the finger at Roselli as the ulticate 

source of the information on the gaabling syndicate plot end to 

confirm Morgan as Pearson’s source.

We can test the accuracy of this assumption against analysis ve 

had done earlier in an effort to identify the likely source of 

Pearson's story. On the opposite page is a listing of persons 

definitely known *.•> be witting of certain key facts now in Pearson's 

possession. The list includes CIA officers who knew more than one 

of the key facts, plus all known outsiders. These were our 

conclusions:

a. If Drew Pearson has a single source, and if Pearson's 

iscedlate source is the ultimate source of the leak, and if 

compartments tion was not violated, then Bill Harvey emerges 

as the likely candidate. - Be was the only person we found in 

the course of this inquiry who knew all four of the key fects 

at ^he time the Pearson columns appeared. We preferred not to 

think that Bill Harvey vas the culprit. We could find no 

persuasive reason why he would wish to leak the story 

deliberately, and ve doubted that he would be so indiscreet as



to leak it accidentally. Further, if he were the source, ve 

could expect Pearson's story to be completely accurate, because 

Earvey knew the truth.

b. If ve ruled out Zarvey as the source, then it appeared 

that there oust be at least two ultimate sources of leaks. The 

State Department meeting vas not known to any of the other 

participants in the operation—assisting that Earvey did. not 

mention it to any of then. Therefore, it is quite possible 

that the leak on the State Separtment meeting has cone frca 

someone who has no direct knowledge of the gambling syndicate 

operation but does know of the meeting.

c. From the standpoint of vho-kneu-wbat, the next most 

likely source of the original leak is John Roselli. Ee is, in 

fact, the only person vith direct and continuous participation 

throughout both phases of the gambling syndicate operation. Ee 

introduced Maheu to Sam Giancana as the first step in getting 

the operation under way, and he vas the one who made the final 

break vith Varona vhen the operation vas abandoned. Ee knows 

everything that vent on with the gangsters, with Orta, and vith 

Varona between those dates. Ee and Robert Maheu are the only 

non-CIA participants with immediate knowledge of the Robert 

Kennedy aspect. - Shef Edwards had lunch with Roselli and Mabeu



in Los Angeles in the stsscer of 1962. Edwards says that Roselli 

knew Edvards* true name and his position in the Agency. Edwards 

said he took the occasion to express his personal appreciation 

to Roselnj and told Roselli that he, Eduards, had. persona! ly 

told Attorney General Kennedy of what Roselli had tried to do 

in the rational interest. We know that Xenne^vas nerely 

briefed on the operation—and only on Phase One at that—but 

Roselli say have inferred that Kennedy had an active role in 

the operation.

d. Ve did not know what Robert Kaheu knew of the 

operation firsthand, because ve had conflicting infonration on 

precisely when he vas cut off from direct participation. He 

has direct knowledge of the first phase, but probably little 

if any of the second phase (froa which Itearson’s story seems 

to ccoe). If Maheu knows of the second phase, he could have f
learned of it only frea Roselli.

e. Maceo, about whom we know very little, was "Roselli’s 

nan" in the second phase. He presumably knows of the pills 

and of the three-man team, but the other details he could have 

known only frea Roselli.

f. Varona*s knowledge and that of his son-in-law would be 

limited to the pills and the team, but they should know considerably
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f.

r core of the specifics; such as, who received the pills

g. Giancana and Trafflcante were presumably cut out of

tean, and the eventual fate, of the

Jtase Two. They could have learned of It only from Roselli

About all that emerged from this review of "who had direct knowledge 

of what" was support for the hypothesis that Drew Pearson's story
X 

probably is drawn frca sore than one informant: one on the State 

Departoent meeting and another (or others) on the gambling syndicate 

operation. Ve also postulated that Roselli is the most likely 

ultimate source of Itearson** story. This line of reasoning and the 

information O'Connell got free Makteu are consistent.

Our supposition until now was that the immediate and the 

ultimate sources, if. different people, were leaking or peddling the 

story with ulterior motives in mind.' What those ulterior motives 

night be were difficult to fhthoa--for these reasons:

a. If protection, was what the source was seeking, he

could be better assured of getting it by a direct approach ' ; ■.

to CIA fbr help.
' 'I

b. Maheu was the only known link associating Morgan with . j

the syndicate plot, and Maheu stands only to lose by having big 

role become ceexsoa knowledge. j

c. Those who knew Morgan, Maheu, and Roselli thought- it • ]*
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quite out of character for any of the three to be spreading

the story deliberately for a private purpose.

In learning of the Roselli -Morgan link, we are relieved of toe

need for speculation as to how the story has gotten out. It la 

quite likely that Roselli is the source, Morgan the channel, and

Anderson and Pearson the recipients. We cay also be relieved of 

the need for speculation as to why the story is being told. He 

inference to be drawn from O'Connell's discoveries in las Vegas Is 

that Roselli is drinking too much and tnlklng and that Morgan is also 

drinking and taik!ng to a newspaperese friend.

Put in ltd best light—that there is no ulterior motive in 

spreading the story—it is questionable whether we are any better off - - 

now than ve were before; our position say be even worse than we had 

suspected.

a.We may now assuae that Pearson's story is not patched 

together freer bits and pieces picked up here and there. His 

ultimate source, Roselli, knows more about certain details of 

the gambling syndicate operation than ue do, and he evidently 

has talked. Trying now to hush up further leaks might do more 

harm than good; the story is already out and probably in 

considerable detail.



b. The Roselli-Garrison contact in las Vegas in March 

is particularly disturbing. It lends substance to reports that 

Castro had. socething todo with the Kennedy assassination in 

retaliation for U.S. attempts on Castro's life. We do not know 

that Castro actually tried to retaliate, but ve do know that 

there were such plots against Castro. Unhappily, it now appears 

that Garrison cay also know this.

The publicity on this subject has probably not yet run its 

course.

a. Drew Pearson has not yet, as far as ve know, used two 

of his best goodies: the story of the pills and the fact of 

the State Department nee ting.

b. Garrison has not yet revealed his full case. When he 

does, ve should expect to find CIA prominently displayed.

c. The Philippine National Bureau of Investigation has a 

Puerto Rican in custody vho clains he participated, in a Castro- 

inspired assassination plot in Dallas. He also claims that 

Castro cade a speech in July 19& threaten ng to try to 

assassinate Kennedy in retaliation for two Kennedy attempts 

on Castro's life. («’e have found no record nor recollection of 

Castro having made such a speech.) The Puerto Rican is in the
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Philippines illegally end probably will be departed to the U.S. 

We nay expect the FBI to take his over and wring ^Ja dry. 

We ihce the likelihood that things will get worse before they begin, 

to get better. In the following paragraphs ve explore sone of the 

ratifications and discuss what night be done about then.

Should ve try to silence those who are talking or night later talk?

It appears to us that this tactic offers little chance of 

success. For one thing, the story is already out and probably in 

about as full detail, as it ever will be. 5he only participant on 

vhCQ ve have any real leverage is Maheu, and he has already done all 

of the talking he is likely- to do (to his lawyer, Morgan). Ve have no 

hold on any of the others who night furnish confirmation for Roselli's 

story.

a. Vaxona is alncst certainly not a friend of the Agency. 
Varuna

As the Bay of Pigs operation developed,/vas one of the nost 

•critical of the lack of Cuban control of the operation and of 

the people involved in it. Se vas bitter over termination of .' 

Agency support of his exile group (and the consequent loss of 

his own income). Use last ve know of Mo he vas in Bev York 

living a hand-to-mouth existence as a part-time auto salesaan.
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i.
i

b. Roselli, Giancana, end Trafficante have fallen on 

"evil* days. Giancana is reported (la a Chicago newspaper of 

recent date) to have been deposed as the Mafia head in Chicago 

and was rtaored 'to be hiding in Mexico. Maheu reports that 

Trafficante is in ^ail in Tanpa. Eoselli is persona non. grata 

in Las Vegas, being required to register with the police any 

tine he is in town. None of then would have ccupuactions about 

dragging in his CIA connection when be was being pushed by lav 

enforeceaent authorities. Giancana has already done it when the 

FBI was crowding hin in 1963. Roselli appears to be doing it in 

his conventions with Morgan and Garrison.

(Cement: The cover story used with Roselli, Giancana, 

Trafficante, Varona, and presusably with Orta was that the 

sponsors were U.S. businessmen with interests in Cuba. Roselli

soon concluded that CIA was the true sponsor and so 

O'Connell. In Roselli's subsequent dealings with Harvey and 

Edwards he came to know this fbr sure. Giancana named CIA 

in 1<X>3« We trust assuae that the others, with the possible 

exception of Orta and perhaps Vaxoea, are equally sure that CIA 

was the true sponsor.) * -

c. Morgan nay always retire behind the screen of an attorney- •. 

client relationship, as he reportedly did when the FBI '* •”X
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hl.-, ca the Pearson story.

d. Pearson, Anderson, and Greenspua (tn Las Vegas) axe 

newspapermen with a newsworthy story. Ibarson has already - 

published much of It.

e. Milieu does have good reason for not wanting the story 

aired further. Unfavorable publicity might cause bln to lose 

his lucrative client, Howard Hughes. There might be some value . 

to be gained, frcnx endorsing his suggestion, that he approach 

Morgan and perhaps Roselli and urge discretion.

What do other components of Govyrnment know about this operation?

Former Attorney General Robert Kennedy vas fully briefed by 

Houston and Edwards on 7 May 1962. A Bcmoraadia eor.fi mi ng the 

oral briefing vas forwarded to Kennedy on 1U May I9S2. She memorandum 

does not use the word "assassinate,” but there is little room for 

misinterpretation of what was meant. Bresusably the original of that 

memorandum is still in the files of the Justice Department. It should, 

be noted that the briefing of Kennedy vas restricted to Phase Che 

of the operation, which had ended about a year earlier. - Phase Two 

was already under way at the time of the brief*~g, but Kennedy was 

not told of it.

As far as we know, the FBI has not been told the sensitive
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operational details, but it would be naive to assume that they have 

not by now put two and. two together and ease out with the right 

answer. They know of CIA's involven ent with Boselli and Giancana ' 

as a result of the Las Vegas wiretapping incident. Froa the Chicago 

newspaper stories of August l$o3, and frem Giancana's own statement, 

it appears that they know this related to Cuba. When Rosel ij »c 

story reached them (Roselli to Morgan to Pearson to Warren to Rowley 

to the FBI), all of the pieces should have fallen into place. They 

should by now have concluded that CIA plotted the assassination of 

Castro and used U.S. gangster elements in the operation.

There is sene support for this thesis in the conversation I had 

with Sen Faplch on 3 May 1967 when I told him of the expected meeting 

between Boselli and Harvey. Sam cemented that Roselli and Giancana 

have CIA "over a barrel" because of "that operation." He said that

he doubted that the FBI would be able to do anything about either *
I

Roselli.or Giancana because of "their previous activities with your |

people." •• ’ ;

Can ve plausibly deny that ve plotted with gangster elements to 
assassinate Castro?

. I
Ko, we cannot. We are reasonably confident that there is nothing

1
. in writing outside of the Government that would ccnflm Pearson’s j
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story ot the gacbling syndicate operation, but thsx-: are plenty of 

non-gangster witnesses who could, lead confirmation.'

a. Maheu caa confirm that Shef Eduards told Roselli 

that Edvards had. told the Attorney General of Roselli’s 

activities oa behalf of the Govemsenr.

b. Varona and Varona’s son-in-law can confirm the pill and 

three-nan team elements of the story.

c. Orta can confirm the pt 11 decent of Phase One.

d. If an independent investigation were to be ordered, 

.the investigators could learn everything that ve have learned. 

Such an investigation probably would uncover details unknown to 

us, because it would have access to the non-CIA participants.

Can CIA state or inply that it vas cerelr an InstTvaent of policy!

Kot in this case. Wille it is true that Hiase Two was carried 

out in an atmosphere of intense Kennedy adnlnlstration pressure to - 

do scoething about (Jastro, such is not true of the earlier phase. 

Phase One was initiated in August i960 under the Eisenhower 

adnlnlstration. Phase Tao is associated in Harvey’s mind with'the 

Executive Action Capability, which reportedly vas developed in 

response to White House urgings. Again, Phase Che had been started, 

and abandoned months before the Executive Action Capability appeared
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on the scene.

When Robert Kennedy vas briefed on Phase One in Hay 19&, he 

strongly admonished Houston and Hdvards to eheck with the Attorney 

General in advance of any future intended use of U.S. criminal 

elements. This vas not done vith respect to Phase Tvo, vhich was 

already veil under way at the tine Kennedy vas briefed. The

Pearson story, vhich is nov causing us so such distress, includes

one detail that is found only in Phase Thro: the three-man teas, 
t

What measures night be taken to lessen the damage?

f Ve see little to be gained frea personal approaches nov to
«. > *•

Maheu, Morgan, or Roselli. Maheu has such to lose and might be able

to prevail upon Morgan and Roselli not to spread the story further.

Xt is questionable whether any such urging would be effective with

Roselli, because Roselli stands.only to gain from having the story

of his CIA connection known and accepted. Ve cannot now suppress . .. , 4: |

the story, because it is already out and may boil up afresh frets the s !

Garrison case. If ve vere to approach any of the participants and-
i 

urge discretion upon him, and if this became known, it would merely


